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A horse can find his
own water ...

... but a pencil must
always be led.

Vo. XII Number 18

March 2, 1972

NEWARK STATE COLLEGE , UNION, NEW JERSEY

Vitale Discusses
Job Interviews
by Sharon McHale

Jerry Barron and Steve Wance,
seniors on Student Council, met
with Mr. Joseph Vitale, Director
of Placement early last week to
discuss the communication gap
between NSC seniors and the
placement office. The major
concern discussed during the
meeting was the subject of job
interviews. The college offers
interviews between seniors and
school systems but do not
publicize the availability of these
interviews. Many school systems
and other businesses arranged in
the past for students to partake in
on-campus interviews. The
amount of interviews presently
being held at NSC has declined
from the number of those held in
former years, because of a) the
decreasing

number

of

job

vacancies and b) the poor
Because of the increase in
attendance of the students.
student enrollment and because of
The dwindling number of job the decrease in available
vacancies is also the result of the interviews, the Placement Office
economic situation, but students spokesman has said it unnecessary
in the past who have cut their to advertise since all possible time
interviews are responsible for the slots are usually signed out by
current lack of interest on the students in the first weeks of
part of several school systems to scheduling.
organize on-campus interviews for
Approximately all time slots in
Newark State. The college
catalogue does mention the present schedule are filled, but
on-campus interviewing, but seniors should be aware that
seniors who are active in their last interviews are eligible to be
year are apt to forget that the opened if a cancellation occurs.
possibility lies before them. Steve Students who are interested in
Wance suggested to Mr. Vitale obtaining an on-campus interview
that the Placement Office engage should go to the Placement Office
in an advertising campaign as a in Townsend Hall, whereupon
reminder to seniors. Another they may examine the catalogue
possibility is for information to be of interviews. Also, this should
disseminated at the official serve an an advantage to juniors
meetings held for upper classmen
that next year they may take full
biannually in October and
January .
advantage or the opportunities.

College Hours Extended
by Kathy Gurdon

council could not supply all
relevant help for the differen t
perspectives of the various age

A new college policy is
tentatively being considered to
eliminate "night" and "day"
students for the new
categorization of "full-time" and
"part-time" students. The move
will effect the administration, the
students and the state. Presently,
by Susan Cousins
the state gives aid to colleges
The stirring of plans for the
according to the enrollment annual Carnival hints at
numbers of the full-time students. approaching spring on campus.
Th is number encompasses This year the Carnival is scheduled
individual day students but does for Friday, April 21 thru Sunday,
not compute evening students April 23. The daily schedule is
individually. Following Friday 6PM-12PM; Saturday
consolidation of day and night llAM-lAM and Sunday
students the administration will 11 AM-6AM. Ed Lupkin, the
receive more funds to put into use Carnival Chairman announced the
because then both day and night theme to be "Life is a Carnival".
stud en ts will be considered This title is prompted by the
full-time students if their credit desire to promote diversity and
load warrants it. This leads to the distinction among the booths,
possibility of collecting more rather than consentration on one
student fees and extending the theme which has been the trend in ·
functions of the school so that it past years.
can facilitate all students of any
Each organization on campus
age.
was invited by letter to be part of

groups. But so far it is believed
that they will consolidate to form
full and part time students.

Carnival '72

A sub-committee on
consolidation is making
suggestions for revision of the
academic standard on all levels in
order that they will apply to all
students. The present night
students will be able to participate
further in the activities of the day
students and better utilize such
things as extra facilities and
administration.
The one hassal which prevails is
that presently the night school has
not completely decided whether
to join with day students or to
remain autonomous. The feelings
are due to the belief by the night
school students that the day

the Carnival. Approximately 25
affirmative responses have been
received. The Freshman Class is
the only class that responded as a
group. The interest of the
independents has _been unusually
large. Previously , the Cami val was
handled by the fraternities.
"Life is a Carnival" will consist
of booths sponsored by
organizations on campus and will
offer everything from food
specialites such as jellied apples to
goldfish games.
Originally, the Carnival was set
up as a source for a tuition
scholarship. However, because of
insufficient profits the Carnival
hasn't been successful in this
respect.

First Touts
Muskie For '72
by Bob Travaglione

U.S. Presidential candidates are
campaigning throughout the
country. Many have established
campaign headquarters in the fifty
states. Senator Edmund Muskie,
Democratic contender from
Maine, has established one such
site at Princeton University under

the coordination of Henry F.
First. Mr. First is a junior at the
University and is responsible for
organizing New Jersey citizens
under the age of Twenty-five who
have pledged to support Senator
Muskie for the Democratic
nomination.
· (Continued on Page 2)

Farrell Speaks
On Men's Lib
by Lena Welner

Warren Farrell, author of
numerous articles, member of
NOW, and founder of men's
liberation "consiousness raising"
groups, spoke at Newark State on
February 24th. Mr. Farrell has
appeared on CBS, NBC, ABC, on
the Today Show and Phil
Donahue Show. He is the author
of Beyond Masculinity, a book
which will be published in the fall
of 1972 by Norton Publishers. He
will appear again on the Phil
Donahue Show during the second
week in March.
Mr. Farrell spoke about
masculinity, the problems it
presents, and women's liberation
and its effect on men. The
purpose of men's "consciousness
raising" groups is to "question
aspects of one's self". In the
group Mr. Farrell started and to
which he belongs, he noted that
few members learned to listen,
had few male friends, and few
knew how to sympathize. They
knew how to "intellectualize" and
were constantly worrying about
"making it"· in the world . They
noticed they were "shouting
others down." What the members
previously thought was humorous
they recognized was merely an
avoidance of serious discussion.
They also recognized that men try
to manipulate others to gain
respect. In the ghetto a male
,learns to show his " masculinity"
by putting down other men or
succeeding with women. "Yale"
men are the same. The classroom
procedure is a sample how a
person is " better" than someone
else when others fail.
Mr. Farrell suggested four
experiments anyone can perform
in a mixed group of people which
shows the male "dominance
pattern".
1) Time the amount men and
women speak.
2) Watch men's faces when

they ask questions, listen to a
person to get the gist of what he
says, and begin to think out
something while they "half-listen"
or "self-listen".
3) Note who asks the most
questions of a man to which the
women "don't really know the
answer". Men probably "already
had some answers to show he had
knowledge in the area" because
they are afraid to expose
themselves and show
vulnerability".
4) Notice what topic is being
discussed . Is it one that the man
or woman knows most about? Mr.
Farrell noted that even if the
topic is one in which the women
are most expert, the men still
dominate the discussion .
"Breadwinning" has been the
established "role of man. "
According to societal norms, a
man hasn't "made it" if he has
not advanced in his field . If he
hasn't "shown his manhood one
way he must show it another
way" with "women or war". For
example, this relates to what Mr.
Farrell said is the "male concept
of protectiveness" (or
over-protectiveness) of women on
a national and personal level.
" Protective legislation" was made
to protect women "from
working overtime and lifting
heavy things". This eliminated
women from certain jobs and
earning certain levels of pay.
("Protective legislation"
invariably "disarms and hurts"
those it is ment to protect.) A
person (or country) should be
allowed to grow and become
independent, Mr. Farrell believes.
If men were "secure they
wouldn't have to prove they are
first-rate power" in regarding
another nation or "weak" women.
Men tend to "shy away from"
ra1smg children and showing
emotion. Warren Farrell stated
(Continued on Page 2)
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Men's Lib
(Continued from Page l)

Mr. Farrell stated men should
recognize that women's liveration
is beneficial. A relationship of two
college graduates often starts as a
partnersh ip with "constant
interchange". However, the man is
usually put into the business
world while the woman is put into
the home. When this occurs the
woman ' s primary concern
becomes housework, shopping,
cooking, changing diapers, etc.
The woman's area becomes very
narrow and the relationship grows
apart. Men often resent women
controlling them, the house , and
the children. This "will happen to
any person put into the small
sphere of a home." It is important
for the couple to do things
together.
Mr . Farrell concluded by
saying men should recognize they
have alot to learn from women's
sensitivity. The ability to cry, be
symathetic, and being sensitive
will make men better able to love.
The results of a man's
consciousness raising group (when
applied) can be less ulcers and a
longer life. Internally , a man can
change by learning to "listen, ask
questions, open up, and be
vulnerable". The "warmth and
human contact" involved in
helping to raise a child greatly
influence men and can have a
great deal of influence on political
decisions."

men should examine their
attitudes toward themselves,
masculinity, women, and sex
roles.
Men should overcome
"self-fulfilling myths" and must
learn to be more secure. Mr.
Farrell said women can help in
this by not trying to build men's
egos and thus making them feel a
"need to achieve and cover up
failure or weakness". This affects
a man's relationship with himself
and others.

Muskie
(Continued from Page 1)

During an interview between
Mr . First and THE
INDEPENDENT, First declared
that his campaign plans for
Muskie will lead toward many
fundraising drives. Delegate
selection for the Democratic
Convention in Miami, Florida on
July 14 is another of the Muskie
forces aims. Mr. First says that the
youth of New Jersey will be
represented at the Convention in
direct proportion to its number of
registered voters under the age of
25 . This is approximately 15% of
the total state voters.
Mr. First declares that Muskie
is the only democratic contender
who can beat Mr. Nixon in
November. Mr. First states that
Muskie's platform appeals to all
groups in our society. He says that
Muskie's style and substance is
marketable because it includes
issues concerning our desperate
plea for peace in South East Asia
and the re-building of integrity
and confidence in America.
Mr. First will appear at Newark
State to speak on behalf of
Mu skie and to bring his
recruitment program to our
campus. Keep an eye out for the
time and place.

• Near
"J•B"
NSC Theatre Gu ild is
presenting Archibald MacLeish's
Pulitzer prize-winning " J .B." on
March 16, 17 and 18. The play
directed by Jay Teran of the ·
Theatre

Arts

Dept.

(Continued on Page 3)

Due
There is a prevailing
atmosphere on campus that can
be described as a "spiritual
dying." So said Paul Hebert in his
explanation of the general
apathetic tendencies of the college
community many people have
noticed recently. Continuing, Mr.
Hebert said that this "dying"
cannot be captured completely
through a written description.
Therefore, he, in collaboration
with Bob DiFerdinando and Alex
Nicoleski, a faculty member of
the Fine Arts Dept., will produce
a film about NSC; to be shot on
campus and focusing on the
students and their lives on
campus.
The basic concepts and
materials that will compose the
film will come from within the
persons who make up the
whole -of the campus. The
producers' intentions are to search
out the "unobservable feelings" of
persons as they go through a day
by noticing their activities and
motions, this will also be done by
listening to their thoughts and
comments.
The film which will be
approximately a half hour in
length is sponsored by funds from
Student Organization and will
become the School's property
upon completion.

faculty ,

concerns JB, the prototype of
Job, whose faith is put to a test ·
by two aged circus performers .
who pose as the Lord and Satan.
Walter Corris, senior English
major, has landed the lead role of
JB. Music major Melinda Schodt,
also a senior, has the female lead
of Sarah. Mr. Zuss is portrayed by
Carles Cunliffe, class of '75 and
Charles Bateman, '72 is Nickles.
The background for the play is
set against a disintegrating circus .
The set was designed by Richard
Tunick, also of the Theatre Arts
Dept. Faculty.
The play seeks to understand
JB's Faith in he Lord despite
tragic losses. Tickets are available
now at the TPA Box Office. NSC
undergraduates receive one ticket
The nation 's 20 million free with their ID. All other
handicapped persons represent tickets are $2.00 center section
one of America's largest minority and $1.00 side section seats.
groups and, perhaps, its most
silent.
PREGNANCY COUNSELLING
FOR WOMEN
Though they have unique
problems and needs, they possess
useful capabilities that can be
developed, and their disabilities
should not be a permanent barrier
to employment, nor to a chance
for a fuller life.
That statement summarizes the
53-year-old credo of the Easter
Seal Society, which launches its
1972 fund-raising campaign this
week.
../
Since there probably will never
be enough money available to
meet all the needs of the
handicapped, the Easter Seal
Society believes that a prime
target for action must be an
attack on the causes of crippling,
as well as rehabilitation of those
now disabled.
What do Easter Seal dollars do?
TERMPAPER ARSENAL, Inc.
They provide important services
Send $1.00 for your descriptive
to the crippled that include
catalog of 1,300 quality termpapers
519 GLENROCK AVE., SUITE 203
educational programs for better
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90024
health, vocational training, the
<213) 4n-8474 • 477.5493
operation of rehabilitation
"We need a local salesman"

A Minority .
.Not Making
Headline

Film

A&M
Pro-Vote
In an attempt to motivate
young people to register and vote,
A&M RECORDS will be releasing
a special double LP record set to
be used as an incentive item for
the voter registration campaign.
The LP, which will be distributed
in early March, contains select
cuts from A&M's recent releases,
featuring such artists as Cat
Stevens and Carpenters.
The LP will be free to anyone
with a voter registration receipt,
and will be available at many of
the voter registration booths, or
through the mail.
A&M will also be releasing a
special voter registration single in
March entitled " Use the Power
(18)", which will be sent to DJ's
all across the country. A&M
presently includes a register to
vote slogan in its advertising.
The voter registration drive is
being co-ordinated through
Andrew Meyer, director of the
college promotion department at
A&M RECORDS.

ATTENTION
Between March 2 and
March 9 the Social Welfare
Club will be collecting can
foods for the Essex
County Emergency Food
Drive which is benefiting
forty needy families.
Donations wi 11 be
received in front of the
Snack Bar.

March 2, 1972

Mock Convention
Blasts Off
State delegations are beginning to be formed for Newark State's
~ock Democratic Convention to be held April 10, 11 and 12 at the
TPA.
Chairman of the Credentials Committee, Mark Moczulski, said
that tables will be set up in the Student Activities Building from 9 to 5
until March 31. Anyone who wants to participate can simply request to
be placed on a state delegation and will be granted his request on a
first-come, first-served basis. Temporary state delegation chairman will
be appointed by the committee and each state delegation will have the
responsibility (and power) to use their votes as they see fit. The number
of votes for each state is as follows:
Number of Convention
Delegation Votes
Nevada . . . .. . ... . .. .... 11
Alabama . .... . .. . ...... 16
New Hampshire .... . .. ·... 13
Alaska : . . .. .... .. . . .. .. 11
New Jersey . . . .. . .. . . . ..41
Arizona . .. . . . .. ...... . . 10
New York . . .. . . .. . . ....95
Arkansas . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. 17
New Mexico ..... . ..... . 13
California . .. ..... . . ... .87
North Carolina . . .. .. .... 30
Colorado ....... .... . .. .18
North Dakota .. . ........13
Connecticut . .. . .. . ... ... 22
Ohio ..... . . . .... . .. . .. 58
Delaware ......... .. .. . .11
Oklahoma ... .. .. ....... 21
Florida ..... .... . . . . ... 32
Oregon . .. .. .. . ....... . 18
Georgia .. . . .. . .. .. . ... .22
Pennsylvania .. . . ........65
Hawaii . . .. ....... . . .... 13
Rhode Island ............14
Idaho . . .... . .. ... ... ... 13
South Carolina .... . ..... 14
Oli~ois .. ... . . .......... 59
South Dakota . ...... . ... 13
Indiana . ... . .. . .. . ... . . 32
Tennessee .... . . . ....... 26
Iowa .. ... . . .. .. ... . . . .23
Texas .... .. . .. . . .. . . . .. ~2
Kansas .. . . .. . . .... . .. . . 19
Utah . . . ..... . ... . ..... 13
Kentucky .... . ..... . . . .23
Vermont . ...... . .... . .. 11
Louisiana ...... . ........ 18
Virginia ....... •. ....... 27
Maine . .... . ......... . . 14
Washington . ...........•24
Maryland ... . ....... . ... 25
West Virginia . ... . .... . .. 19
Massachusetts ........... 36
Michigan .. .. .. .. . .... . .48
Wisconsin .... . .. . .. . ... 30
Minnesota .. . .... .. . . . . .26
Wyoming ... . .. . . . .... . .11
Mississippi . ..... .. ... . .. 12
District of
Missouri . .. . . .. . . ... .. . .30
Columbia .. ........ . .. 12
Montana . . ....... .. ... .13
TOT AL VOTES ...... .1308
Nebraska .. ... . . ...... . .15
NEEDED TO WIN ... . . . .655
The Convention's faculty advisor, Michael Israel of the Poli ·
Science Department, said that the Convention wilf'be more reaiii.s~ c~ -,,.
participants represent states they have some feeling for, or ideological
identification with.
For example, conservatives are urged to represent southern and
western states, liberals; eastern states, supporters of candidates are
advised to try to stack many state delegations. Of course, control of the
biggest states is an important key to victory.
The "magic number" is 655. The first candidate receiving 655
votes wins the nomination. Any arithmetic leading to-655 votes will
lead to victory. States voting by the unit rule is technicaIJy.illegal, but
unforceable. That means, all of the votes from a given state may go to a
single candidate, if that candidate controls the state.
Delegations may also be splintered.

Part Time:
Kitchen help

DANA

and
hatcheck girl.

Deadline

Call 762-9500.

Ask for Don.

CATHOLIC CAMPUS
MINISTRY of
NEWARK STATE
invites you to:

March

17
The Registrar

MASS:
Thurs: 1:40
Eve. Students' Council Rm.
(next t.o Stu. Act. Off.)
Sun. 6 P.M.
Womens' Dorm Lounge
'Open House' Meeting:
Tues: 1:40, Council Rm.
A few minutes to pray:
Fri : 9:30
Chaplain's Office
Fr. Phil Merdinger
Off. Book Store Bldg.
Box 25

at
President's Listening Post
Thursday
March 9th

1:40
Browsing Room
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.Colleges Discourage
Would - Be Teachers,
·citing Job Shortage
BY SUSAN B. MILLER
Staff Reporter of THE WALL
STREET JOURNAL

NORMAL, Ill . - Ann Moser
wanted to be a teacher when she
was admitted to Illinois State
University last fall, but now she
has changed her mind.
She had lots"'of help in reaching
her deci~ion. Before Ann set foot
on campus, the school wrote her
warning that finding a job after
she graduated wasn't going to be
any breeze. An adviser pressed her
to think twice about teaching.
Professors declared their courses
were only for the tru ly
committed.
"Every body told me how
tough it would be to find a job. I
didn 't want to teach that badly ,
so I got out," says Ann, a
freshman who now plans a career
in architectural design .
Illinois State's efforts to
dissuade students from teaching
are new but not novel. Colleges
and universities across the country
are moving to trim the numbers of
teachers they turn out each year.
Some are paring programs or
tightening requirements. Others,
particularly state schools where
teacher-education has been a
mainstay for decades, are
revamping curricula in an effort to
channel students into areas where
job opportunities are expected to
grow . And budget-minded
officials have become less willing

Crozier Confuses
cl

Crazier
Magik
by Ed Naha

Amid bursts of smoke, fire,
and small sounds of confusion
from the audience, debuted Jeff
Crozier . . . Australia's manaical
master of magic. Armed with
hellish effects and Atomic
Rooster-ish music dished out in
great abundance by a back up
band , Crozier lead an assault on
the senses which, while not totally
effective, was at times
awe-inspiring.
Crozier combined his magic
trade with a somewhat stunning
stage act which utilized just about
every trick in the book. From his
initial appearance amid a
whirlwind of smoke and fire to his
impassioned love scene with a
skull-faced lover , Jeff
demonstrated his prowess at
thrilling showmanship in the
classic P.T. Barnum sense.
Once started, Crozier was
impossible to stop. The somewhat
stunned audience was attacked
with everything ranging from
showers of smokebombs, and
black-lighted hurricanes, to
blinding flashes of magnisium
lightning .. . giving one the
impression that Crozier was just
an appetizer to a larger act ...
like the apocalypse , for instance.
Crozier was never short of
thrills, highlighting the evening
was a macabre dance with a magic
cane which was extremely
reminiscent of the "Soreerer's
Apprentice" scene in Disney's
FANTASIA. As a matter of fact,

at times, while watching Jeff, one
almost felt that one was watching
FANT ASIA . . . live and
magnificantly mystical.
Alas, Crozier was not without
his shortcomings. Much of his act
was lost on the somewhat
demanding American audience.
This being Jeff's sHond
performance in the U.S ., it is
understandable that his show be
rather shakey. It does take time to
get used to the demanding "prove
it" attitude voiced by many in the
crowd.
The lags between individual
magic "routines" wherein the
band at times just seemed to stop
short and wait expentantly for
Jeffs next "trick" were , at times,
unbearable. If Crozier's MAGIK is
to go over here in the states, it
needs a bit of tightening up on the
technical end. All in all , Jeff
Crozier's debut performance at
NSC while , not completely
successful, showed enough
imagination and dynamism to
assure Crozier the title of resident
rock wizard in the U.S.

Macahra
Magik
Stan Goldstein
On Thursday Feb. 24 , Geoff
Crozier's Indian Machine Magik
Show filled the TP A with flashing
lights, thick fog, fire bambo, loud
music, and about the worst magic
show I've ever seen.
Crozier, who was voted
Australia's top stage musician,

danced wildly around the stage,
while .strobe lights and fog gave
the whole thing a very wierd
effect. Although the special
effects were really good, Crozier
was not. His magic, (ramming
swords into ·his helpers head ,
swallowing fire, Throwing flash
bombs), was not very entertaining
and as far as his spastic dancing,
well, I've seen better at high
school dances.
Crozier performed his "magic"
while his band played behind him .
They were loud, and very
repetitious. They emitted a sound
which was sort of like a very poor
Emerson, Lake, and Palemr
recording.
At one point in the show,
Crozier held up a long pole with a
baby doll at the end, and in the
baby's stomach was a bright light
which shined out to the audience
like a beacon. Isn't that a great
trick?
Crozier ended his show by
sneaking away through the fog
and leaving people sitting in their
seats wondering if it was over or
just intermission. When it ended,
fog was everywhere, and it
smelled like cheap incense.
If I had Crozier's talent, I'd use
it to make him disappear until he
learned some real magic.

If you will be unable to
attend school next year
because of the tuition
increase
Please contact
Alice Ann Hoeft
Community Coalition
289-6057

to support teacher-education with
scholarship funds.
TURNING OFF THE FAUCETS
The reasons for such measure
are clear. A whopping 37% of all
college graduates are certified to
teach. This year, according to
National Education Association
figures, 234 ,100 new graduates
will compete for only 115,900
jobs in the nation's public schools,
a far cry from the 175,500
teachers who had a choice of
177 ,600 spots four years ago. For
while teacher ranks have been
swelling financially strapped
public schools have been
drastically limiting their. hiring.
And public school enrollments,
which had been nsmg and
practically guaranteeing expansion
of teacher ranks, have leveled off
now.
"This is the worst time in
history for the profession in terms
of jobs. Colleges and universities
have to tum off the faucets. If
they don't, we'll have two
teachers for every position for the
next 10 years," warns Eugene
Karol, head of an NEA task force
formed to study the problem.
Colleges and universities have
chalked up some successes in their
efforts to curtail teacher output.
Freshmen enrollment in schools
of education plumeted 14% this
year while general freshmen
enrollment dipped only about 1%;
the trend is expected to continue.
(Fewer students, of course, mean
fewer faculty, and some
professors face layoffs while
others are finding the road to
tenure rockier than usual. They
aren't happy about this.)
Such changes may be easing
the plight of teacher education
programs, but they aren't helping
to solve an even larger problem.
Into an already soft economy,
schools are pumping more
graduates than there are jobs that

will put their training to use. "In
this atmosphere it doesn't always
make a lot of sense to advise
students to get out of teaching.
They'll probably wind up with a
degree in some other field, and
that doesn't guarantee a job," says
Howard R. Jones, dean of the
University of Iowa's College of
Education.
MAKING LIFE ROUGHER
Maybe so, say administrators at
teachers' colleges, but they say
they feel duty-bound to try to
solve their own problems
regardless of the impact on any
broader crisis. One way they're
doing this is by making life a bit
rougher for underclassmen who
want to major in education. At
Ohio State University's College of
Education, many students never
tried their hand at teaching until
the end of their senior year. Now
their mettle will be tested early;
underclassmen will be judged on
their work in schools, tutoring
projects or social agencies such as
day-care centers before they're
admitted to the College of
Education.
Occasionally, stiffer
requirements are purely
psychological. Sophomores at
Illinois State who want to be
admitted as majors to the College
of Education will have to take a
lenghty test - a necessity that the
school hopes will discourage
students who aren't really
dedicated to teaching. "When
more than one-third of the
country's graduates are certified
to teach, you know the profession
has become a convenient
occupation. We're trying to weed
out students who want an
insurance policy for a job,"
explains Henry Hermanowicz,
dean of the college.
There is a more drastic way of
coping with the problem. With
prodding from the State Board of
Higher Education, three Illinois
universities will probably
e Ii min ate u n de r graduate
teacher-education altogether and
six others will cut back their
programs before long.
Michigan State University's
College of t:ducation is reducing
the numbers of elementary and
secondary teachers it trains
annually to 2,600 from 3,300.
"We don't have the resources to
handle larger enrollments. Why
should the university pour dollars

Minority
(Continued from Page 2)

centers, campaigns against
crippling accidents, cooperation
with government agencies in the
promotion of major health
programs, and the organization of
volunteers to serve the cause of
the crippled.
These and other programs are
conducted by Easter Seal
Societies throughout the country,
one of which serves crippled
children and adults in this
community. Their combined
rehabilitation activities are aimed
at making the handicapped a
smaller minority.
You can help achieve this
worthwhile goal by giving to
Easter Seals now. You help more
by giving more.
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Sound And Fury
"Truth cannot be /orceJ but must be allowe~ to plead /or itse!/.''

'Play It Again, Sam'
It comes to our attention that
elections for student government
posts are just around the comer.
(Yawn) Well , here we go again ,
inundated by an avalanche of
banal, and usually fictitious,
cliches. Some of the issues that
you voters out there will probably
be verbally assaulted with (as were
voters last year, the year before,
ad infinitum) are: 1) rip-offs.
Rip-offs (or capitalism on campus
as it is known in intellectual
circles) are very popular this time
of year. Usually candidate A will
charge that institution Bis craftily
robbing students of their
cherished student activity fees,
paychecks, or shoes. In the past,
this argument has usually been
aimed at the book store, but since
the book store has already been
castrated and the College Co-op
has been drained of funds, a new
scapegoat will have to arise. Hints
for candidates: easy prey for
ambiguous rip-off rhetoric can be
found in the used book exchange,
any and all campus publications
and/or organizations, the soda
machines in Willis Hall lobby, and
the tollbooths on the Parkway.
2) the fighting the impossible
fight routine; or if I can 't slay the
dragon let's at least maime Weiss
ploy. In the past super-confident
denizens of the college have
attacked THE INSTITUTION

(gasp) because of everything from
drug policy to booze policy which
resulted in meetings between
select students and administration
called to discuss revisions of these
policies which in turn resulted in
the same old drug and booze
policies. The big difference came
by having them declared official.
Hotcha! How we do progress.
For those dreaming the
impossible dream this year, some
really neat holy wars to wage
could be directed towards tuition
increase, tenure revisions, reform
of the registrar's office, and
general revision of the campus
penal laws.
3) the superman routine. A
very popular argument for
egomaniacal candidates is the I'M
THE ONE WHOSE GONNA
CHANGE IT blurb. Usually it is
directed against some ruthlessly
corrupt political or financial
faction that exists mostly in the
mind of the super candidate
whose going to beat the foes
mercilessly to their knees. This
argument is usually met with
condescending smiles from the
student body who realize that this
candidate may be a pain in the ass
to put up with here on campus
but imagine having to live with
him!
4) the Woodstock nation ploy.

,.

This snappy patter, while a bit
obsolete nowadays, is still floating
around. In this character, the
candidate safely avoids all issues
and substitutes instead a plea for
campus unity between all the
various factions on campus. (ie.
the people at his table in the
snack bar and the folks at the
table across from him.)
5) the-I-gotta-do-it-for-my-frat-routine. This final stick is the
oldest and the most
self-explanatory one out of the
whole bunch.
All in all , it's gonna be another
bang up election kids. We predict
the following results: intense
namecalling, extreme hard
feelings, tuition will go up, there
will be no change in tenure policy
and a lot of senile or generally
incompetent fools will retain their
cherished positions as small times
monarch of grade books and
classes, quite a few good teachers
will be fired in the future, and in
another year it will be possible to
recycle this editorial and 75% of
this week's SOUND AND FURY

with little or no reaction from the
student body.
Or, in the immortal words of
Humphry Bogart in THE
TREASURE OF SIERRA
MADRE: "What?"

ProZappa
Senior Class:
As a member of the Senior
Class of Newark State, I feel that
the action of both Mr. Mason and
Mr . McGarry (our elected
officials) is deplorable. Mr. Frank
Zappa would be an excellent
choice for guest speaker at our ·
commencement. The Senior Class
does not want our Graduation to
be just another day. The presence
of Mr. Zappa could make this day
a memorable experience.
I am sure that many other
members of this class agree with
me in wanting our graduation to
be something special. Remember
Mr. Mason and Mr. McGarry that
it was the votes of we students
that placed you in a place of
confidence, it is now time that
you perform your duty and try to
obtain a speaker for our
graduation who will contribute
something significant to our class.
Everyone will agree with me that
graduation day would be a day to
remember. I hope that you will
now perform the duty to which
you were elected and inquire into
the possibility of obtaining Mr.
Frank Zappa for guest speaker at
OUR graduation.
A Member Of
The Senior Class,
John Keaveney

ProMason
To the Editor;
In response to the comments
directed at me in the past two
issues of the Independent, I would
like to make the following
remarks:
First, I thank you for printing
my views fully and quoting me
accurately. I must admit that
originally · I had my doubts as to
whether or not my statements
would be published correctly.
Secondly, in regards to the
petition circulated in favor of
Frank Zappa, it is true that I
never saw the document · until
Feb. 12, due to a mix-up in
communications. However, the
other people concerned with the
selection of a speaker did see it
prior to this date and had taken it

under consideration. Th e
committee at that time decided
against Mr. Zappa. After I saw the
petition, another vote was taken,
with the same results.
Thirdly, I hardly think the
petition carries the weight its
supporters claim for it .
Commencement is a Senior class
function , and should be run by
seniors. Yet by actual count, 40%
of the people who signed the
petition are not seniors. Indeed ,
some are not even students.
Therefore, I feel that their views
on the matter are irrelevant.
Next, as I said before, I think
Frank Zappa should be heard. I
am not trying to stifle him.
However, I still don't think that
he would be a good
commencement speaker .
Commencement is a traditional
occasion , and I feel a more
traditional speaker is appropriate.
Lastly, I take particular offense
at your editorial which asks
"WHY ARE THE VOICES OF
THE
STUDENTS
OVERLOOKED?" I explained
earlier in this letter that their
voices were heard and their
request weighed. Just because
their request was voted down does
not mean that it wasn't heard. In
a situation such as this, obviously
not everyone can be pleased. If
some insist on having temper
tantrums when they don't get
their way, I must question their
maturity . (I also seriously
question whether or not this
group is even a representative
cross section of the class, as it says
It is, let alone the voice of
multitudes which it implies it is.)
You also speak of an "Almighty
clique" which you claim runs the
senior class. I would like to know
what you consider a clique. If by
that word, you mean a group of
people banded together for a
sinister purpose or a closed,
exclusive crowd, and then try to
claim that the people planning
commencement fit this definition,
I feel that you have stretched the
definition of the word . The
people in charge of t h e
arrangements are all elected
representatives of the students the executive baord of the class of
1972 and several student council
members. Everyone had an equal
chance to run for these offices
(Con t i n ued on Page 12)
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by Bob Travaglione
Blast off. . . . The start of a
new weekly column in the
Independent. TRACKS is a travel
article, but it is set up with a
different twist. Maybe you feel
that a continous weekly article is
too much of an obligation, now
with TRACKS you can write
when you feel a need to write.
The substance of TRACKS is
traveling, each week the column
will feature a different author and
his experiences encountered in his
trip. Just imagine how many
different places students in our
school have known. Any student
can write for this series, do it and
leave it in the Independent office.
Don't say you haven't gone
anywhere , because just to come to
this school you must travel and
TRACK up some ground.
A close-by attraction that
often misses the eye of a person
longing for a close-by day trip is
the 5c Staten Island Ferry ride.
Choose a windless day, for their
are no buildings or trees to block
the wind's chilly blasts. Make
believe you are running away to
the high seas, think on the
experience you are participating
in, on that strange boat. Gates are
shut and the rusty gang planks
raised. Br-ooom, Br-ooom, the
mighty motors roar into action.
The Bulkheads start sliding away
from the sides of the ship. You
look nervously to see where the

lifepreservers are stowed, with
your fears dispersed and with
lively feet, you parade out to the
outer deck. Hee-Hee, so
tingilizing, vibranting, real fishy
air that sets up the whole mood.
Two islands squash you in from
both sides, the barrel of cannons
projecting from one and large
buildings on the other, used in the
old days as a welcoming station
for thousands of immigrants. On
the far right is the Statue of
Liberty, her skin still wrinkle-free
and glimmering in the sun. What is
that, on the end of the bow, a big
green machine with two big eyes
looking out over the water?
Ah-Ha a coin operated binocular,
only 10c, that's ridiculous, the
whole ride only cost one nickle.
Where is people's sense of values,
a penny might be more in line
with it's.real worth. Shrugging off
this distraction, I noticed the large
numbers of seagulls hovering over.
I quickly ran inside to the snack
bar and procured one large bag of
popcorn. Outside I started heaving
it overboard. There the birds go,
swooping and gobbling up the
goodies, eating so fast they started
to burp and fart all over. The
procession of birds looked like a
highway , extending from the boat
to shore. Do you know pidgeons
don't swim? I fed one on the ship,
can't go around discriminating
against birds of another feather,
Eh?
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Nursery Rhyme In Alcohol
by Tom Haluszczak
Pioneering work on automotive
applications of the turbine has
been done by Rover, British
Leyland, Chrysler, Ford, and
General Motors and their
ununimous decision is that it is
fundamentally a low-emission
power source, and is initially free
from need of smog, detuning,
special recycling device that add
1
to production costs.
It's inherent simplicity is
unbelievable: air enters a
compressor, is compressed, and
then pushed into the combustion
chamber under pressure; fuel is
injected and ignited and these hot ,
high-pressure burning gases not
only turn the initial compressor
shaft but also turn a turbine-vaned
device thro ugh reduction gears
(needed ; speed at this point is
around 20 ,000 RPM) to the
transm issi on . It c onsume s
(according to a study by Ron
Wakefield of Road and Track,
March 1971) 0.5 lb fuel / per hors
epower-h our at cruising speeds, a
slight percentage better than a
comparabl e power piston motor
under the same conditions. Listed
are the Federal Specifications for
1975-1976 put up against a study
of emissions done on the 1965
model Chrysler produced:
Federal limits
1975-1976
grams/mile
HC (1975) .. .... ........ .............. .... 0.2
co (1975) ............ ....... ...... ....... 2.3
NO (1976) ........ ........... ........... .0.4
Chrysler 1965
turbine

grams/mile
HC ........................................... 0.9

Si-o-rt , nq

co ···········································7.4

N0 .... ....................................... 5.1

By 1968 General Motors Corp.
engineers were reducing that
significatnly high nitrogen oxide
figure by 50% and now it is
reported to meet federal
specifications to the gram. The
turbine requires less in the way of
a transmission; for torque of 350
ft .fibs., a nice round figure in
torque - about the output of a
small black Ford, we would need
only a 2.53: 1 gear ratio. An
automatic transmission has a first
gear of 2.5: 1 and the torque
converter multiplies this power by
2.0: 1 at stall giving a 5.0: 1 overall
ratio at a standstill . As said
before, the turbine only needs
2.33: 1 so therefore an automatic
box without a torque converter (a
small unit about the size of a shoe
bo x ) could propel! an
int e rm ediat e cha ssi s with
comparable power and be almost
negligible exhaust pollution . In
short, a 130 horsepower turbine
will produce more efficient
performanc e than a 170
horsepower BMW piston motor,
one of the most advanced and
volumetricall y efficient
reciprocating engines in the
history of automotive technology .
The turbine would provide
comparable performance through
all ranges except top end, where
this type of turbine application
would only be allowed to reach
110 miles per hour, in fear of
over-reving and an explosion due
to mass-production loose

his mind in constant turmoil. Her
BY BARRY COHEN
DYLAN
. Mercer-O'Casey possessive attitude, though,
Theatre, 240 Mercer Street, N.Y. resulted from a very real and
Violin and piano, followed by justified fear of losing him. Both
illumination, reveal a tiny house felt a sense of abandonment - a
of shingles. The sound of breakers nearly "paranoic !onliness". Their
very near heightens the setting for catatonic infatuation with money
a vigorous study of the universal indicts the materialism Dylan
and the unique. Performed in the himself repeatedly scored - seen
round in an intimate village in his dwelling, his dress, and his
theatre, DYLAN is well worth an behavior. Imesently' satirizing all
afternoon. Authored by Sidney that enveloped him, Dylan had a
Michaels, Lee D. Sankowitch polar effect - attracting and
directed the drama.
alienating the world. Fame and
From the start, Will Hare's glory turned out to be as
portrayal reveals the witticism of paper-thin as the money that
a man whose only staple diet was slipped through his fingers.
dreams. Rue McClenahan's
Continual lamentation for the
interpretation of Caitlin, Dylan's past plagues Dylan, who fears age
wife, easily rips through social perhaps worst of all. Even his
facades. She is a woman charged stabilizing influences, Brinnin and
with anger. Unable to adjust to Meg, cannot effectively
the shabby life of a discontented communicate with a man of
bard , Caitlin continually and contrasts. There does indeed exist
bitterly reminds Dylan of his a thin line between love and hate
financial obligations. She is not
and all opposites. His
without her own dreams. The soliloquies reveal that we are as
peace of mind security brings we are ; a genius and a common
might warm the icy hostility she man, tortured and happy , striving
bears to her husband. Most and frustrated, young and old, a
important, she loves Dylan to the loner and a face in the crowd,
last. Mistakenly , Caitlin, like all of selfish and generous. Though
us, expected Dylan to change egocentric, he disclosed the
dramatically. She lacked the charity of his role in life.
Annabelle, a young college
power to change him . In contrast
to the raw sensuality she exhibits, graduate, become attracted to
Meg (Joanna Miles), the prude, Dylan. The tragic realization of
who cannot laugh at Dylans her prophesy that "geniuses drink
hilarious vulgarisms, eventually and die young" seems inevitable.
proves to be more than "a good Dylan's nearly split personality
girl scout." Above all, she (drunk and sober) reminds us of
prolonged Dylan's life just long our own duality, as we act upon
enough for him to see an or surpress our impulses .
epiphany.
Of short stature, dissheveled,
Though

tolerances.
(Continu ed on Page 10)
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had

an

inseparable rapport, Caitlin and
Dylan's explosive relationship set

7

and maudlin, he resembles both a

cherub and a leprechaun. Dylan
sees his life as the nursery rhyme

,n +ne

a\- I :1.40

"Ba Ba Black Sheep", where the
lane represents memory, the wool
his creations, and the boy,
himself. Still, he viewed himself as
a "failure as a human being".
Only Meg cornered him to
demand what he was escaping
from . The reply
"his
responsibility to poetry." The
poet spends "99% of his life as a
human being - 1% as a poet."
Perpetual rationalization masked
his delusions. Though Dylan
claimed he knew himself, he never
applied that knowldedge to
alleviate perpetual sorrow. And,
that is what being human is.
America clearly emerged as a
symbol of corruption
particularly in viewing Dylan's
catastrophic return . As is Caitlin's
nature, even his cadaver could
evoke little visible sympathy in
her, but rather a caustic, searing,
animal display of !onliness. Having
died of alcoholism, Dylan
symbolically demonstrated his
own breakdown. Building a
pyramid of whiskey glasses to
celebrate a period of
non-indulgence, he suddenly and
irresistably drank from each glass,
diminishing the structure and his
life simultaneiouly. Once again he
reminds us that we must remain as
(Continued on Page 9)

ALL SOCIAL WELFARE
MAJORS:
Be at the next
Social Welfare
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Polanski's
Vampires Hit
TV-Land
by Ed Naha
CBS terrorvision has struck
again. For anyone who wasn't
aware of the fact CBS on it's
nightly late show has secured the
TV rights to several rather unique
fil ms. Probably one o f the J'l'}OSt
distinguished is Roman Polanski 's
T H E FEARLESS VAMPIRE
KILLERS. Polanski, who has one
t remendou s acclaim for
REPULSION , KNIFE IN THE
WATER, ROSEMARY'S BABY
and recently MACBETH, made
this film as a rather nostalgic
rememberance of the classic
vampire tale. It is also the only
comedy Polan s ki has been
responsible for.
The film stars Polanski (in his
only starring role), Jack
MacGowen , Alfie Bass, Ferdy
Mayne, the late Sharon Tate and
former middleweight boxing
champion, Terry Downes as
Koukol a not so lovable
hunchback.
THE FEARLESS VAMPIRES

OR PARDON ME, BUT YOUR
TEETH ARE IN MY NECK is a
s p oof of the old fashioned
vampire hunt seen in so many old
films. The characters are cartoon
blowup s of the stereoty pes
us ually found in such tales.
Po lansk i a ppears as Alfred,
idealistic (and just plain thick)
assistant to the great (and equally
stupid ) Profess or Abronsius
(MacGowan). Together they
investigate the goings on in the
castle of Count Krolock (Ferdy
Mayne) . Sound familiar. Of
course, Alfred 's object of his
affection (Miss Tate) is abducted
to the castle and the Prof. and
crew follow. The finale is indeed
surprisingly chilling as the vampire
fighters confront a coven of the
undead at an old fashioned ball
and witness the dance of the
undead.
The production of the film
itself was rather unique in that the
production manager had a
shopping list of 20 gallons of

imitation blood, 50 gallons of
port-wine colored liquid , 18,000
garlic bulbs, and six special dental
plates replete with fangs to
contend with .
The location shooting ran into
difficulties when residents of a
near-by hotel became upset when
local craftsman began turning out
coffins for the production en
masse. To make matters worse,
the coffins:, were transported

Oh, Say Can You See
by Joan G. Minneci
There's a revolution coming!
Have you met anyone content
with their lives. Seniors are under
pressure to slit friends' throats in
vying for jobs; underclassmen will
not be satisfied by the education
they receive following the tuition
increase. Will we have a stagnated
faculty with the hiring freeze? or
lose excellent professors? How
many of you know that next year
there will be no such thing as field
service but NSC shall be one
school , more sane but imagine the
difficulties when it seems
accomodations are poor now are there sixteen students in each
of your classes? Present education
trends stress individualism yet
why do we not practice what is
preached. The intelligent person
rejects being massmerized. But
have no fear the change shall not
·occur upon this campus in its
segregated solitude and apathy.
Don't worry about SDS or ROTC

- no even bombs move NSCers
because we have to go home to
mommy and daddy. Ever notice
how many people walk along
head·s down frowning - pm?u a
rar few look up to a brighter
future. When was the last time
you felt a warm glow from a
. sincere smile. The plasticine
Nixon grimace greeting the
Chinese characterizes the
American meditating how can I
win.
Where's a happy group - the
economic crisis elicits tensions on
all scales . Youth desires
acknowledgement and power (yet
are they capable of ruling) . Mom
and Dad want bigger, better
products leaving a trail of wastes
in their feigned ascent. The high
eschelons are dismayed by the
poverty and needless to say, so are
the poor. Socialism i building its
foundations now. Don 't fear that
concept, it may be the only

■

■

■

back and forth the sets via
sled .. . in full view of the public.
In set f prote c tion , hotel
managements soon pos ted
bulletins stating flatly that not
epidemics of disease had struck the
village but only an outburst of
Polanski film making.
THE FEARLESS VAMPIRE
KILLERS was widely ignored in
this country, but garnered critical
acclaim in Europe. In his book

Horror in the Cinema British
author Ivan Butler writes that
DANCE OF THE VAMPIRES (as
it was known in England) is
"visually beautiful, affectionate
and unfailingly entertaining."
For all those who've missed
Polanski's stab (no pun intended)
at humor, keep your eyes peeled
for it on CBS. They've shown it
once and it .will be due for a
repeat in the near future.

Review:
Sound of Silent
Yrs. Speaks-Again

solution to the prevalent
"pigginess". The multitude of
groups out for their own grows
overwhelmingly: the
liberationists; gay, feminist, and
men ; the races
chicano,
oriental , black, and various
by Lucy Szymanski
nationalities of the whites;
The quiet unadorned revival of
religious sects; the business Charlie Chaplin's "Modem Times"
universe management vs. at the Lincoln Arts "Theater on
employment. Ever notice the 57th Street in New York seems to
conflicts - start in thy own be presently the one peaceful
family. The dissatisfaction and happy haven in the storm of
demands at all levels of the bloodbaths and tit-teasing peep
population means no one is happy show that has hit the city this
- so they look for change, no year. Written and directed bysynonomous with revolution. The Chap Ii n during the already
discontented mass will seek established rule of the talkie,
Chaplin kept the majority of the
contentment.
film silent as perhaps a final
tribute to the dying art of mime
and drama. But no one could have
achieved this better than " the
tramp" himself who with every
incredibly and meticulously
controlled- movement of his body, .
every fraction of facial response,

ROCKET SHIP

BAND

transform himself into one clear
and beautiful song in praise of
man.
The subject deals with the
individual in society's efforts to
maintain some sort of pressure
balance between the onslaught of
the industrial age and its inhuman
mechanisms, and that force inside
himself which has always left it to
him to " chew the com on his own
cob with his own teeth" . There is
a scene in which the tramp is
repairing the gears of a housesize
machine. In so doing it is
activated and he is swept into the
grooves and tracks of the machine
to reveal an arm tossing out
sporadically followed by glimpses
of a face until he is finally spewed
(Continued on Page 10)
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different shelters are discussed.
You've been exposed to The simple tarpaline-lean-to, the
packframes and packbags, and waterproof single layer style, and
sleeping bags. You can carry your the more sophisticated breat hable
equi pment and get a cozy night's double-wall.
sleep. Now for some little creature
The other equipment shown in
comforts to make your adventure the diagrams concern how you
cleaner, easier, and safe r.
can protect yourself from the
A nicety but not a necessity is damp ground and containers and
a tent . In the diagram three utensils for devouring your mush.
by Bob T ravagl ione
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Yardhirds

enough . His songs have been
recorded for a number of years
now by many artists, among
by Martin Egan
Eric Clapton played with them . them : The Byrds, Brewer and
They were the vehicle that Shipley, Tom Rush , The Nitty
brought Jeff Beck to eminence. Gritty Dirt Band and Judy
And if those two weren't enough Collins. His name is well respected
nex t to follow was Jimmy Page. in rock music circles. Browne's
The group I'm referring to is of great strength is his writing ability
course the Yardbirds, who in their although his piano and guitar
time were one of the most styles are sufficient enough to
progressive English rhythm and nicely compliment the recordings.
blues groups going. Anyway , back Other than the material itself the
in the spring of 1968 the group most interesting item about
was doing an American tour and Browne is his voice. To me his
in March trucked into New York's voice evokes a cross between Don
Anderson Theatre (from the good McClean and Van Morrisson .
old days) for what turned out to Neither is he as harsh as Morris.~on
be their last New York appearance nor as sweet as McClean. At once
to date. Well , some mercenary this is both an advantage and a
soul got the idea to record the flaw . For while his voice is
concert and did - and out of it pleasant enough it soon becomes
came one of the most nondescript and interest flags.
unbelievably fucking great live That is the reason for listening to
recorded performances I ever Browne a few times over before
heard. However, it wasn't until judgement is handed down . As
recently that the album was you listen the songs begin to grow
on you and stick in your mind
released .
Members of the group for this especially the popular bittersweet
performance were Jimmy Page, " Jamaica, Say you Will", a love
featured on guitar; Chris Dreja, song to a love that will never be
bass ; Jim McCarty, drums; fulfilled . "Rock Me On The
and Keith Relf on vocals and Water", also is a gentle plea for
harp. When listening to the album peace in the world. In fact , if the
each musician 's performance is album was said to have a motifor
nothing less of phenomenal but theme it would be a-plea for peace
Page's performance somehow and happiness, both world and
deserves more say than that. It personal. Also fine are " Song For
does wonders to listen to his riffs Adam " a song for a friend who
minus all the electrical hype died. People say he jumped to his
nonsense that he employs in death but Browne would rather
Zeppelin. His playing is amazingly believe that he fell . Browne is a
beautiful, tasteful, and as I true friend to the end for whether
mentioned straight
no he believes it or not he still
attempts to uphold the integrity
gimmickry.
The ,album opens up with , of his friend Adam , even into
"The Train Kept A-Rollin', a fast death.
"Doctor, My Eyes" is an easy
bouncy tune and Relf's harp solo
rocker
about a guy who is asking
could not be better. An
interesting cut on the same side is his favorite M.D. what is wrong
a song entitled , "I'm Confused," with the patient's eyes that he
which pleasantly to my surprise didn't notice his girlfriend 's
turned out to be none other than, duplicity for such a long time.
" Dazed and Confused", that pops Simple but original and effective.
up on Zeppelin's first album. Indeed reminiscent of James
Included in this cut is Page's Taylor_ in his earlier and better
days. This song incidentally is
famous guitar bowing.
The second side opens with , getting a lot of airplay in
" Over Under Sideways Down " Philadelphia currently.
Also very nice are "A Child In
followed by " Drinking Muddy
Water", which is really another These Hills" , " From Silver Lake"
version of "Rolling and Tumblin," and the beautiful "Something
that you might be familiar with Fine", a song that really relaxes
from Cream's first album. "Shapes me .
There is much fine
of Things" follows next with that
incredible riff in the middle and musicianship on this album ,
all , which is trailed by "White especiallya good pedal steel by
Summer" that features Page doing Sneaky Pete from the Flying
a solo instrumental. The album Burritos Brothers and Clarence
ends with the most unbelievably White from The Byrds. Dave
fantastic version of " I'm A Man " I Crosby puts on a very nice
harmony and all and all its
have ever heard .
This is also a rare album aside extremely enjoyable and worth
from being so good musically in the effort.
that how many albums can you
name that not only start off great
but continually increase in spirit
and drive throughout every song
right through to the end.
My only criticism of the album
is the quality of the recording. It
by Ed Naha
is just a bit too tinny or trebley
There's a lot of things one can
for my ears but that's excusable
say about George Carlin. For one
because recording live gigs back thing, he's very funny. He is also
then was still a thing of the
very hairy , physically that is. For
future .
Carlin , his newly acquired
The album - Live Yardbirds.
physical appearance has begun a
Get it. You won 't be sorry.
whole new facet of performing, a
more relaxed comedic style much
in evidence in his first album FM
& AM (Little David).
You probably all know George
Carlin . He ' s the spindly
by Michael White
greasy /haired comedian with the
Jackson Browne has finally put rubbery face you howled about
out his own album and it's about on the Mike Douglas/Carson/
time, too . He's waited long Frost /W ii son / Martin/Griffen/ad

George

Carlin

Jackson
Browne
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infini tum yuk-yuk hours for the
past four or fi ve years. Well the all
new improved Carlin has taken
the funniest bits from his slick
show-biz alter ego and has padded
them with cynical , satirical , and
totally human comedy viewpoints
about just about everything you
can think of.
AM & FM or FM & AM if you
prefer is divided into two
segments. One devoted to material
playable on any radio station even
the insipid excuse that exists in
Elizabeth) the other for more
sophisticated, open-minded minds
(which e xc ludes the above
mentioned tinker toy unit and
most Union County political
officials).
On the FM side, Carlin
l::imooons the taboos surrounding
the word shit , se x in
commercials, drugs and birth
control. AM George
presents son of WINO , the divorce
game , let's make a deal and the II
O'clock news .
At times Carlin resembles the
vocal style of the late Lenny
Bruce (who gave Carlin his start) ,
at other times he is closely akin to
your typical run of the mill
maniac residing at a laughing
academy . At all ,times, however,
Carlin is synonimous with
laughter - which is both a gift
and a talent not to be overlooked.

GIVE A CAN
Maybe y ou've se en t he t ab le set up
in t he St ud ent Center for t he
co ll ect io n o f can ned foo d s f or
needy

p eo p l e .

Maybe

yo u

ev e n

bro ught some in . Th en again may b e
yo u didn't . Th e canned food is
being collected by members of th e
Social Welfare Club and it is bad ly
needed for those people wh o have
lost their hom es th ro ugh f i re or are
in other diffi c ulties. The f o o d will
be distributed t o these people by
th e Esse x County Welfare Bo ar d .
Any ki nd o f canned f ood y o u can
c o ntribut e
w i ll
be
g re atly
app rec iated . J u st dro p it o ff at t h e
table near Commu n ity Coalition in
th e Stud en t Ce n ter.

Nursery
(Co ntinued fro m Page 6)

by Lance Rod
Sy n opsis:
Wh en w e l ast l eft Brute, his mind
still pregnant with th e fe tu s of l o n gin g
for L atrin e C asse tte, wh o r ee ked of
secr et s ye t unto ld , th e sh ad ow o f th e
nail of th e• pointed finger o f death
scratched at his back. H ad E rnie th e
stutt erin g
stoo lie
be trayed
Brute
B allin gham , H eavy D et ec tive? A nd if
so, w h y? Wh a t d evio us d estin ation did
Big Mik e G rav o ne h ave in mind wh en
h e st eppe d o ut th e sid e door ? Oth er
th an La trim,, w h at w as h eh ind Manny 's
fat and fi endishly curled l i ps? Did Pet e
ra c k more th an j u st balls for th e
in sc ruta ble hut ever fa t M anny? H ow
ca n
ev en
Ballin gham
h andl e th e
m essen ge r o f o blivion hurlin g t o w ard s
his seemin gly unprotected bulk '/

The metal condom which
Brute had picked up during the
war in France had once again
protected him . The stilleto had
shattered against the curved alloy
sheath that had been sold as a
novelty , but employed in time of
need . Brute utilized all of his
instruments to their fullest
capacity , even if it ment harboring
it against his burly rib cage.
"Un c l e
Ballingham!"
a
youthful
voice
reverberated
through the alley. " Are you
allright?" In the moment that
Brute turned towards the voice
the sound of a glass eye grating
against the brick of the building
faded away as Ernie slipt out the
narrow rodent runway , into the
shadows that form the night.
Bunson
Pierce
Boil
III
hush -puppied awkwardly into
Brute's overwhelming sphere.
"Bunky, Car!" growled Brute .
Within moments Bunky's '59
Impala was eating up the concrete
roadways that criss-crossed the
sleeping city of steel.
"Betcha you were wondering
how I knew where you were ,
Uncle Ballingham. When I went to
your office the door was open. I
listened to the tape recorder
attached to your telephone. I
realized that Ernie the Stoolie was
not to be trusted as I had looked
up his military record from
WWII."

we were created. His inability to
Brute's iron eyes lifted the full
"shed his skin" become apparent. meaning
of
the
headlines
At one point, his spirit screaming the news of the stolen
permeated with fame , Dylan sub-atomic particles from the
proclaimed that publication while newly
printed
newspaper
he was still alive was like a second half-crumpled
beneath
the
life. Meg contests this, asserting breadth of his thigh . He had not
that Dylan has been doing all heard a single syllable of his
EXCEPT living. The strange nephew's deductive delivery.
aspect of Dylan's character seems
His eyes reached out into the
to be his sense of urgency. For a somber street and seized the bent
man who believed he had been
form of Ernie the Stoolie
reborn to a second life, he
hobbling from trash can to trash
exhibited a unwarrented fear that
can in pursuit of his precious
life would run away from him.
payment of Aqua Velva.
In summation, perhaps only
"Is that our Ernie, Unk?"
Kurt Gerfield 's comical portrayal
"Stop!"
of Mattock was overplayed.
Technically and artistically well
Brute's long hard arm spurted
integrated , the performance thru the window, clutched Ernie's
oscillated between infectious neck, and drew him in thru the
laughter and infectious tears. The open orefice of the still moving
fundamental conflicts and vehicle, and plunged him into the
paradoxes of life become fused bowels of the back seat.
into one man and his outlook on
Ernie's glass eye rattled in its
an unfeeling world. No wonder socket. "I-I-I'll t-tell you anthing,
Thomas created his own world Mr. Bal-Ballingham, j-j-just I-let
one superior to that surrounding me g-g-go !"
him , because he made everything
"Talk, shit," bolted Brute
a poem - a child , a woman , a
Ernie's scrawny skeleton shooklifetime. Dylan never did grow up with fear. As the wheels in his
- unlucky for Caitlin, unlucky for diseased skull spewed forth a
himself; but fortunate for the diarrhea of information , Brute
world.
. relaxed his vice-like grip.

"Th - th - they
g-g-got
M-Moolata."
"It's a kidnapping! We covered
· that last week in class. Professor
Chiclets says use the Double-W
form - where and when. Let's
grill this pusillaninous little punk.
We'll give him the third degree. I'll
put the flashligh t in his scurvy
little
face .
How
about a
truncheon , Unk? I have the
necessary implements in my
Kremnology Kit ." ·
Brute's throbbing veins stood
out like fire hoses pumping the
coolant of life into his inflamed
action machine control center.
''On
her
w-w-way
to
Ro-Roseland Dance C-C-City .
They g-g-got her. The o-o-old
aband ... "
"The old abandoned Buster
Hymen Screw Mine Shaft, Unk!
That's where they have her!"
Brute's city of steel faded in
the distance and was replaced by
the serenity of the pastoral
countryside laden with v1rgm
foilage and laced with verdant
shrubbery gleaming in the glory of
early
morn. The snow-topt
mountains were kissed by the
huge whirling orb of a sun as the
car bearing Brute Ballingham, his
nephew Bunky, and Ernie, now
cowering on the torn foam of the
back seat, sped into the granite
bosom of the hills.
As
they
rounded
the
treacherously soft but firm thigh
of the road, Bunky's hush puppy
pressed lightly the brake peddle, it
thumped hard to the floor boards.
· "Unk. The Brakes! they're
gone! "
"~ \lVI -Mother,"
screamed
Ernie. ffis clouded mind clicked
back to the room where Big Mike
Gravone had suggested cutting the
brake lines.
Brute's sleep-starved eyes were
oblivious
to
the
spinning
landscape which rushed past the
now-plummenting Impala.
His unexpendable body reacted
as if it was whirling with Moolata
at the peak of primitive pleasure
and passion pulsating as if in some
primeval pit.
Putridly acrid odour of the
burning power brakes penetrated
Brute's powerfully potent person.
The fingers of eternity once
more
beckoned him hither
beyond this sore would to the
rock-gorged valley below.
to be continued
part IV
next week

.Hot Line!
527-2330
527-2360
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Job Shortage
(Continued from Page 3 )

into a field where jobs are
scarce?" asks William B. Hawley
dean of the college.·
Dollars for scholarships are in
shorter supply, too. Illinois is
eliminating tuition scholarships
for teacher-education, a cu t that
will eventually amount to roughly
$ 10. 2 million annually. The
scholarships are usually granted to
students for a four-year period ,
and last year the state doled out
23 ,733 of them . The state plans
to continue to finance students
already receiving help, but there
, will be no new scholarships for
next fall's freshman class.
As Connecticut officials see it,
money ought to be funneled into
programs that offer students more
than just a teaching certificate, an
attitude that signals a change in
the curricular makeup of longtime
"normal schools." Its fo ur state
colleges are beefing up programs
in the health and vocational fields.
Two colleges now offer degrees in
nursing. This semester, Central
Connecticut State College began a
set of courses to train students for
middle-management positions in
technolo g ica l i ndu stries.
"Vocational training used to be a
dirty word around here. That
posture is changing," declares
H.B. Jestin, vice president for
academic affairs.
Student interest in such
courses has been high . Mike Dull ,
a sophomore, heard about Central
Connecticut's program from an
adviser and promptly canceled his
plans to teach . " I didn 't know
what to do when I graduated from
high school so I decided to teach .
This sounds a lot more exciting,"
he says.
Illinois State is trying to help
such students decide to switch
rather than fight for a job. Last
year the school mailed some
120,000 questionnaires to high
school students and parents asking
h ow t o d e al with teacher
surpluses. Ostensibly a "survey,"
the questionnaire's intent was
s tr ict ly i nforma t iona l, and
officials say it resulted in a
stunning drop in enrollment in
elementary education. A year ago
the department had accepted its
quota of 550 students by
mid-December; this school year
slightly more than 300 students
have been accepted so far and
" we're not sure we' re going to

(Continued from Page 6)

Ford Motor Company is
directing all its main activity into
gett ing truck turbines into
production at its Toledo, Ohio
plant; automotive applications of
such a device is still under close
scrutiny as the time for the final
showdown looms hearer a d
nearer. With the Curtis-Wright
acqui s it i on of ex clus ive
patent/production rights of the
Wankel IC engine (actually Rotor
combustion ), ·corporations are
carefully choosing sides; General
Motors is doing research on bot h
through Chevrolet Truck Division
and secret arrangements from
Fritz Wankel AG , Germany, as.
division of NSU (now division of
Volkswagen). Ford bas secret
agreements with Togyo-Kogyo of
Japan (makers of the fabulous
Wankel -powdered Mazda and

have a full house," says one
administrator happily .
Such tactics have ruffled some
facul ty feathers at Illinois State.
Cutbacks pose the threat of staff
layoffs, and that doesn't sit well
with many of the 700 faculty
members, most of whom were
hired during the past five years
when the university tripled its
size. Most faculty with one-year
appointments recently received
letters warning them that they
may not be rehired next fall. " I
took this job partly because I
thought I'd have tenure in no
time. Now I may not be rehired ,
and I'm looking for another job,"
says William Cloud, who has
taught English at Illinois State for
six years.
The future of the rest of the
faculty isn't any too secure,
either. Appointments to tenured
positions are "viewed with a
jaundiced eye, and in many cases
reco mm en d ations just aren't
made," says one dean. Those with
tenure may be in jeopardy, too;
the university is investigating the
lega l ra m ifications of firing
tenured faculty .
With tough times ahead for
their students and themselves, the
fac ulty mood is glum. Students
say the pessimism has penetrated
the classroom, an occurrence that
in itself has persuaded some
stu d ents to get out of
teacher-education. "The only
thing I learned in my first
education course was that I
probably couldn't get a job," says
Mary Wolf, a sophomore. " So I'm
going into social work instead."

Brute
Ballingham

Goes
Downhill
Page 9
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Africans

In
America
Habari Gani (what's happening)
This article is dedicated to t he
more than four hundred brothers
and sisters attending Newark State
College. In this article you will
find a brief outline of the many
types of Black students to be
found on any campus .
Self-reflection is intended so that
you may , analyze your own
situation and your level of
concentration. As a result of this
information it is desired that your
level of consciousness be greatly
enhanced .
There are seven types of
students we wish to address
ourselves to :
1. Forced - This is the student
who is being pressured by h is
parents, social habits, or his
military status to remain in
school. He is what you might call
a do nothing student, not
studying or learning anything .
2. Professional - He is the ty pe
who goes to school just for t he
sake of going. He usually spends
up to five yrs in a two year
college.
3. lntegrationist - (a)social he is usually the intellectual,
always seen with a bunch of white
boys. (b )political - He is the one
with the left-wing ideology ,
always joining groups like S.D.S.
or the Labor Party Movement.
4. Career 4. Career - He is
the type that's on campus for the
sole purpose of making money.
He spends so much time with his
career that he doesn't have any
time for being natural.
5. Athletic - (a)pu re - his
only reason for going to college is
athletic, having no intellect, he's
too difficult to talk to. (b)
academic - he is the athlete who
uses his athletic ability to get him
an education, smart and can be
reasoned with.
6. Intellectual - He places his
people first because of his love for
them. When he goes to class he
takes two sets of notes, one to get
an A, and one for Nationalism .
If your values are where the
color of your skin is then you
know we must be at the task of
freeing our nation from the
clutches of white nationalism. To
survive America we must come
together and raise our people to a
level of traditional greatness. It is
the Nationalist student only who
works toward that end. Pamoja tu
tashinda (Together we shall win)
Mwanafunzi Kushinda
(vie)

Silent Years
(Co ntinu ed from Page 7)

only to revive instantly and set
about the repair again . This scene
actually speaks for t he inten t · of
the entire film It is a man being
swept out of one system and into
another, " power changing hands",
and as such the disqualification of
any human need . But how the
tramp reacts is really t he key to
the whole film . He is the
personification of optimism on
the march . It is not the
disqualification of the human
need that seems as important to
his as the stronger need to go on
demanding relentlessly . It was for
- this • film that Chaplin wrote
" Smile" with its melancholy lyrics
and ironically romantic melody ,
and it is this melody that rises in
the background in the last scene
as he walks arm in arm with
Paulette Goddard, packs-on-backs,
toward the next t own and the
next rejection after an already
endless series of lost jobs and jail
sentences for reasonless reasons.
However in my opinion t he
scene in which Chaplin portrays
himself in his classic form as a
showman is near the end in which
he had a job as a singing waiter
who when called upon to perform
has forgotten the words of the
song, and in his only talking part

in the film , belts out a french
sounding double-talk interspersed
with english an d wild
gesticulations and dancing . As fo r
the film itself it is undoubtedly
the work of sheer genius, and of a
man who has abandoned himself
to the human cau se. And as such
it speaks strongly of a country
that has driven away perhaps its
last true represent ative of the
theatrical arts. and as having given
up its founding ethic.

Personal
To: Bill And Don,
See, I Can Spell!
Thanks for putting
up with us!

lfyouuse
you~

how to use

T h e re g istra r, Mr .
Jacques Loel iger, w ill be a
guest at the President's
L i st eni n g Post , on
Thursday, March 9t h, 1:40
PM , in t he Browsing Room
of the Student Services
Building .
Mr. Loel iger wishes to
make himself available for
communication with the
students concerning the
functioning of the
regis~rar's office. He would
I ike the students to
present their perceptions

of

registration,

hopes

the

and

meeting

he
will

result in clearing up
misunderstandings and in
avoiding future problems.
All students are urged
to attend.
Coffee will be .served.

tlJeiatemal

cleodonmt:..
Korforms.

Stopping feminine odor is
easier than you think. Each
tiny •as •a•fingertip Norforms19
..Suppository" is as simple and
safe to insert as a tiny tampon.
Just insert-it begins dissolv,
ing instantly to kill bacteria,
stop feminine odor where it
starts ..• internally, in the
vaginal tract.
You feel clean, fresh, odor•
free for hours. No shower, no
douche stops odor the way
N orfonns do.

-------------,
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I otu, booklet ! Write to: Norwich I
lJbarmaalCo.,Dept.CN.C,Ncxwich.
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holders of a Wankel license) to
further research in this area while
maintaining heavy-application
research of the turbine at Toledo.
William (Bill) Lear's (" King Lear"
to his friends) current activit ies
are concentrating on steam, not
gas, turbines, - more power
(torque?) to him! The most
experienced, however, Chyrsler
Corpo ration has chosen to
secretly research and develop their
brainchild along, fully confident
and making no efforts to acquire
Wankel "insurance." They're on
their sixth generation since the
1965 World's Fair prototypes let's hope this one makes it t o
y our Ply mouth Sh owroom.
Imagine Don Garlits in an 80 ,000
RPM Mopar Turbine Rail? How
about a five second quarter mile?
It's all a patt of the future - our
future. Chow .

TERM PAPERS UNLIMITED
2 SYLVAN ST. RUTHERFORD, N.J.
Research and Reference Material for projects,
reports, papers,· thesis. Ask also for other writing
services.
For Info. call : 933-6117

LSAT WORKSHOP
Classes now forming in
preparation for April 8th
LSAT. Under direction of
law professor and high
scoring LSA T specialists.
Course begins March 11th.
Verified record of
achievment.
LAW BOARDS INSTITUTE
450 7th Ave.
(34th St.) NYC
212 594-1970 & 695-2611
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A nother Vievv·- • • •
Fr. Philip Merdinger
Last week the anti-war priest
Daniel Berrigan was paroled from
a federaJ prison after serving 18
months of a 3 year sentence for
destroying draft records in
Catonsville, Md. I speak of him
because he is perhaps the best
known of a small minority of
Americans who have resolved
themselves to challenge what they
believe to be wrong about our
national way-of-life. In an age of
the anti-hero, when it is so hard to
trust any person or institution
because of the deception and
dishonesty that .always comes to
light, Daniel Berrigan and his kind
offer us the hope that there can
be personal integrity and
commitment to goals and
principles that are not
compromised by the wear and
tear of daily life. A cloud of
pessemism , as thick and tenacious
as any industrial smog seems to
grip many many people, including
young adults. Some say it is a
disillusionment born of the
experience of the 60's when the
effort and sweat of thousands

produced so little change. Others
say it is a reaction to the violence
of protest which evoked the
overwhelming power of the
government. Perhaps the economy
is to blame. In any case, the result
has been a "protective reaction"
of doing nothing, nothing except
what one's own self-interest
dictates.

But one problem of making
choices does not disappear so
easily, for doing nothing is a
choice in itself. Berrigan is
interesting, I think, because it is
impossible to do and to say things
from a personal conviction, even
when it results in temporary
failure. No one can say how much
the anti-war movement in this
country has been strengthened by
his actions, but it is certain that
many people have been forced
their own position and some have
changed their lives because of it.
Beyond that, Berrigan witnesses
to the preciousness of human life
over against the death-dealers of
our world . In this he is a living
symbol of what is possible.

Jobs This Week
"GOING TO THE MOVIES"
AND REPORTING ON
HOUSEKEEPING AND
PERFORMANCE
OF
PERSONNEL , Continental
Protective Service, Inc. , 3000
Marcus Avenue, Lake Success, NY
11040. CALL COLLECT Marsha
Reiner at (516) 775-7100. Must
be over 18 years of age. Must be
intelligent, be able to
communicate in writing, and be a

greeting card serviceman, in
Hahne's, Newark. 10 hrs/wk. @
$2/hr. must be reli_able, quick and
accurate . Contact Joseph
Bayrooty of NORCROSS after
6:30 pm at 756-5327. Must be
neatly groomed.

FULL TIME CLERK-TYPIST.
Red Devil, Inc., 2400 Vauxhall
Road, Union. Call Mrs. Basile at
688-6900. DAYS & HRS: 8 am to
4:25 pm. SALARY: $100 weekly .

STOCK WORK, COUNTER
WORK, DRIVER. Galloping Hill
Drugs. Five Points (next to A&P).
CAIi Mr. Lerner or Mr. Snyder at
687-6242. FULL TIME (8:30
a.m. to 5:0P p.m.) SALARY:
$1.75/hr. to start (increase with
experience, etc.)

BABY SITTER NEEDED FOR 6
MONTH OLD DAUGHTER
WHILE MOTHER GOES TO
COLLEGE . Mrs. Young, 272
od observer.
Will be Westfield Ave. (Apt. 16-B),
REIMBUR SE D FOR TWO Elizabeth. Call 289-3692 (call
ADMISSIONS, SNACK BAR after 4:30 p.m.). DAYS & HRS:
PURCHASES AND WILL BE to be arrang_ed. SALARY: open.
PAID $6.00 FOR EACH
TRAFFIC SURVEY IN LINDEN.
COMPLETE TYPE REPORT.
Wilbur Smith Associates, 1212
STOCK CLERK FOR LADIES 6th Avenue, New York City. Call
APPAREL SHOP, Levitt, West Mr. Thomas Flynn or Mr. Howard
· Orange, call 731-6310. DAYS & Reynolds at (office) - (212)
HRS : Tuesday, Wednesday , 247-5264 - (home, after 6 p.m.)
Thursday Mornings from 9 to 1. - (201) 279-9729. DAYS & HRS:
7 a.m. to 11 a.m. , 2 p.m. to 6
SALARY: $2. 00 /hr. minimum.
p.m. , Monday thru Friday. HRS.
STOCKMAN IN JEWELRY FLEXIBLE . POSITION
STORE, LIGHT SELLING ALSO. TEMPORARY. SALARY:
Kodak Jewelers, Morris Avenue, $2.50/hr. Car desirable.
Union. Call Mr. Weinberg or Mr.
Kodak at 686-0708. DAYS & AGRESSIVE SALES PERSONS
HRS: 2 afternoons per week and (2 or 3). NEEDED TO STAFF
RETAIL OUTLETS, DISCOUNT
Saturdays.
STORES , SUPERMARKETS.
BUSBOYS , DISHWASHERS, Road Aid Auto Club, 909 Broad
WAITRESSES , HOSTESSES. Street, Newark. Call Mrs. Conti at
International House of Pancakes, 622:1433_ PART TIME. Selling
Rt. 22, Union . Call Miss Pike at "Trial Memberships" in Road Aid
964-7975. DAYS & HRS: to be Auto Club sponsored by stores to
arranged. SALARY: to be their customers. SALARY:
discussed. PART TIME (evenings $2.50/hr. & add't. commission
above minimum sales.
& weekends).

CLEANING IN HOME BY DAY.
Mrs. Arends, 1039 Nicholas
Avenue, Union (on Springfield
line). Call 686-6849 .
'

HEAVY WORK, COOK, CLEAN.
Jr. Hot Shoppes (Marriott Motel
Chain), 764 Morris Turnpike,
Millburn, (Rt. 24). Call Mr.
Robert Beck, Mgr. or Mr. Locke
or Mr. Doll at 376-9855. FULL
TIME - Days: 8 to 4 pm PART
TIME - Nights: 8 to 12 midnight,
FULL TIME - Nights: 5 to 1 am.
SALARY: to be discussed
CONSCIENTIOUS MALE OR
FEMALE, over age 17, needed as

Bill Rosa

See
HA!
HA!
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On The Pegs
by Mark Hurwitz
The Economics of Motorcycling
Let's look at the economical
aspects of motorcycling as a
means of private transportation
for any of you hot car freaks, this
may prove very interesting .
Your initial investment is your
ma ximum expenditure . I will use
myself as an exam ple . In the
spring of 1970. I bought a '69
AMX . 290 cu. in. Y-8, 4661 .
Hurst 4-speed. a Hays competition
clutch, and a Panasonic tape deck.
Total approximate cost : $2500.
My insurance came to $500 a
year. Of course. I had an average
of around 9 mpg using Premium
gasoline. Tune ups every 3 ,000
miles went for around $25 .00 a
sh ot minimum . So as a minimum
a year for the ca r, insurance
maintenance and gasoline the bi ll
came to a minimum of $35 00 a
ye,1r. Of course I was working full
time then.
Then I came to N .S.C . and no
longe r worked fu ll time. Exit
money. And wh en th e in surance

bill came up, . . . Exit car. I was
fored to sell it at a lose.
Now I have a '64 Chevy II
Station Wagon , 6 cylinder 190 cu.
in . It cost me $400. My insurance
is now $250. I get an average 16
mpg. Total cost came to around
$900.
But before I owned my heavy
Chevy I got a '7 1 Honda 750K-1
which cos t me $1600. My
insurance is $ 145 . a year (I _
usually only insure it for 6
months at $72 .50). The 750 cc
(45cu . in.) '\ cy linder engine gets
40 mpgg, it'll do an easy 125
mph. So . with the cost of a
helmet $3 5 . The total cost came
to $1780.
Now I have two modes of
transportation , my aging car and
new bike at the cost o r $243 0 .
Th at's close to$ I 000 . savin gs thi s
is disregarding registration and
lice nsing in all cases. Tw o for less
then the pri ce of one .
So ror aro und $500 . Yo u ca n
own a small di splacement bike
with an insuran ce bill or around

At least they'll still
• your voice.
•
recognize
You'll still sound like the very some person
who left for school. And they'd love to
hear all about their personal investmen't
in higher education. So phone the folks
any night ofter 5 or anytime this weekend.
That's when it costs only 25C or less, plus tax,
to dial a 3-minute station-to-station call
from school to anywhere in New Jersey.
This low rate does not apply when you
request the services of an o perator. For
exam ple, o n co llect, ·charg e to third number
o r credit card calls.

Phone home.

@

New Jersey Bel

• •• •
$70. and between 200 to 70 mpg
that' s economical.
REDLININ'
Reports have it that Honda of
Japan has been in negotiations
with Harley-Davidson of
Milwaukee about producing a
large displacement touring bike in
the U.S. Honda would supply the
engine Harley the frame , etc. This
would get around a lot of the
import duties , etc. It's logical
since its been reported that Honda
is developing a . 1300cc Y-6
drive-shaft bike and since Harley
has the experience in the big
displacement bike field that this
possibly could take place. All I
can say is I thought I would never
see the day .

Community Coalition thanks
Gary Schein and all the rest for
finally setting up a place where
students can sell their work.
However, the gallery next to
the Goods store is in the process
of becoming ready for future
shows. Due to an article in one of
the local papers, artists outside
the college applied for shows in
the new gallery not to -mention
the scheduling of professional
shows.
We, at Community Coalition,
congratulate Keith Dean on
becoming Fine Arts Chairman of
College Center Board and urge
him to keep the new gallery for
student work only since there is
no secure place on this campus
where students can exhibit their
art.
At the request of the
Community Coalition, the faculty
in the Department of Health and
Physical Education are willing to
dispense with the uniform
requirement for students in the
non-major physical education
courses.
Individual instructors have the
right to set up individual
guidelines for apparel in their
respective classes. Students will be
informed of this in the first
meeting of their physical
education classes in September.
Students may purchase this
apparel wherever they wish .
The Book Store will continue
to handle locks for gym classes.
Only the college locks handled by
the Book Store may be used on
lockers in the Gymnasium
buildings.

Rocketship
March 10

·NSC

DANA
DEADLINE
MARCH 17
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(Continued from Page 4)

when they were voted upon, and
therefore this hardly represents a
closed group. Inside.this group, all
shades of opinion are represented,
and if you think that the
committee is of the same basic
philosophy, ask someone who
knows us the difference between
Al McGarry and myself. Of course
these are the people who have
taken the responsibility to make
de 'cisions concerning the
class-that's what they were elected
for. Yet,You seem to think that
this is wrong. What is so bad
about people doing the jobs they
are elected to do? It may be
unusual, but I don't think its
wrong.
Jim Mason
EDITOR'S NOTE: One question:
who , in the final analysis is
responsible for picking the
commencement speaker? Since,
by your own admission, 60% of
the petitioners were seniors and
were ignored or by-passed . . . or
whatever euphimism you choose,
WHO is to decide? Do the
students have any say at all. For
instance, last week someone on
the · Commencement Comm. sent
out feelers for Carrol O' Conner
(Archie Bunker) for speaker. On
whose whim was this taken up?
Just wondering.

Sour
Yates

March 2, 1972

Sound and Fury

and they probably will not
change. For instance in the Union
County Jail House, Elizabeth,
New Jersey is the most maximum
security I have ever seen - and
believe it or not it is a jail! You
can't walk in there freely if you
are a visitor because the jailbar
doors keep you out. And watch
out they are high voltage too.
Inside the jail, conditions are even
worse. No rehabilitation
whatsoever.
I suggest to you, students of
Newark State College and
residents of New Jersey to
consider Assemblyman Yates's
bill. Is it in our interests or only
his?

here is to distrust people - all
people. It's unfortunate, but its
even more unfortunate that this is
the place. I've learned to live with
that attitude.
Once again, to the security,
"Thanks a lot boys." And to the
degenerate asshole who robbed
my car, "I hope you choke on any
profit you've made from me."
Sorry for being so bitter.
Wayne Ortner
P.S. Incidentally, the money you
found in the glove compartment
· was a nurse's paycheck - she has
no husband and is putting a son
through college.

Thorne

Security
Praised
by Bob Travaglione
A common complaint of
students at our school since it first
has opened has been the lack of
ample security for their cars and
their persons. The time has finally
arrived when security has made a
major breakthrough in controlling
the villans roaming our parking
lots.
On Wednesday, February 23,
1972 at 10 am, Security officer,
Charles Jenkins, observed three
men in the Kean lot breaking into
a car belonging to Miss Lorraine
Landisi. With the aid of the Union
Police department, the suspects
were arrested. The three men are
charged with Tampering with a
Motor Vehicle and Malicious
Mischief and are awaiting trial. 1
Thank-you Mr. Jenkins for
your alertness, and your
wonderful handling of the
situation. I hope this incident will
serve as a warning to any person
contemplating theft or vandalism
at our school. We have a security
system here and maybe if we stop
putting them down , we might
even be of some help.

Jane Rynkiewicz
Two weeks ago, a young
Assemblyman appeared at our
college and spoke of the current
crisis we are facmg: The Tuition
Hike. Assemblyman Yates, as he is
called, spoke of his new bill (No.
AR-4) which would oppose the
increase us students would have to
pay. He reminesced of his past
when he was a student. He stated
that it was "the poorest time in a
person's life, being a student and
not being capable of handling a
I realize this letter is a bit late
full time job because of studies."
but I feel that even so, I have to
Instead of us handling a tuition
express my disgust for the
hike, Yates hits us in another way
conditions concerning campus
- through taxes. I'm sure many of "security" in our parking lots.
you students out there have to
Two weeks ago, on Thursday,
work in order to get an education
February 10, (you remember; that
whether part time or full time
day the parking lot was covered
(there are students who come here - with snow and nobody parked in
at night who are in the same
a proper spot) my car was left in
situation as us). Or if you are a
the Vaughn Eames parking lot for
student who does not have to · one hour. In that one hour, my
worry about employment, then
car was broken into and my tape
your parents carry the burden of deck, tapes, a good amount of
higher taxes.
money and a $35 pair of glasses
The tax situation, as it will be
were stolen.
in the future, shows an increase in
First of all; to the person who
income and sales tax. Because of
performed this neat little bit of
this, property tax would go down
trickery, may the rest of your life
or stay the same and this would
be as unfortunate as you are
give Yates an advantage since he is
making the lives of others. Sure
the "president of a small
the insurance will pay for the
corporation ." With all the money .... broken window, but the tape
coming in from the income and
deck, tapes and glasses are
sales tax (which we taxpayers are
irreplaceable due to the fact that I
paying) why should there be an
couldn't afford them in the first
i ncrease in property tax
place - they were birthday gifts
expecially for corporations (the
all of a week and a half before the
ones with more money than us)?
theft.
Yates brought up the line of
Secondly, I would like to
penal reform , in which part of our
thank the "security" police for
tax dollars would go. This would
clearing up the parking situation
result in money being taken away
so efficiently - even if you had to
from higher education. The reason
cut down on patrols. But the
why I said line because he had to
revenue from the millions of
find some excuse for where our
tickets you gave out that day isn't
money was going. Conditions in
going to help me any, and so far
prison and jails have not changed
all I have learned as a freshman

.•• & Blasted

For VP
Students of Newark State College,
This past summer I had the
opportunity of being one of the
persons who attended the
N a-tional Student Association
covention in Fort Collins,
Colorado. It was there that I saw a
true cross section of students
gathering to debate and vote on
college policies.
Next semester, there is the
possibility of having the college
run on an all college concept. This
would mean the discontinuation
of the night school division as it
stands. The conscientiousness of
the assistant treasurer will be
more necessary than ever before.
With all student activitiy fees
going into one fund, instead of
two, accuracy and know how will
have to be two essential qualities.
Such qualities I do possess.
Everyday students can better
enjoy their college experience by
the benefits of student activities
which are funded by their student
activity fees. These same students
could benefit from the efforts of
the students in position of
leadership who are questionned
so-called 'controlled or
independent' situations, such as
that of the Book Store, where
people finally realized that prices
could be lowered if demanded.
I was one such leader who
stood behind the Book Store
boycott. I was one of those
everyday students who now can
enjoy the benefits of a 5%
discount.
This past year I was
vice-president of a political action
group on campus, Collegians For
Black Action. One of my duties
encompassed working closely with
budget committee.
I am running for the executive
position of assistant-treasurer.
my name is,
Shelia Thorne

Bob For

Band
By Bob Travaglione

I consider myself someone who
is aware of the major political
matters and other important
events at Newark State College . I
began to feel anxiety about the
structure of next year's Student
Organization. I decided that I
must run for the position of
Student Organization President
for next year, but since I put in
my application, I have been
speaking to another member of
our student body who impressed
rJ

h
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me tremendously with his style
and ideas. This person is Steven
Band. He spoke of reorganizing
the Student Council to make it
more representative of the entire
student population. His method
to accomplish this would be to
have one representative elected
from each department. Everyone
in the school comes under a
department, so this set up would
guarantee that every group on
campus is represented.
Steve Band is not a guy to
forget about any persons' ideas
and just rule any criticism or
advice out without studying and
evaluating their proposals. He will,
if elected, create a cabinet to the
Executive Board of student
council which would be
comprised of members of each
organization (C.C.B., Community
Coalition, Theatre Guild, C.B.A.
etc.) to act in an advisorary
capacity to the Board. Steve has
been involved in the student
government process since entering
the school and knows the ins and
outs of governing. This is the
point that I myself am weak in, i
think that I could not cope with
the intensity of political
government. This is the major
reason for dropping out of the
race . Being very frank, I can't
think of anyone in this school
who would make a better
president than Steven Band.

Band· for
Band
I

have

-n

the

student

go vernment on this campus
change since I was a freshman
because I have been directly
involved with it in its attempts to
serve the entire student body.
There is no way I'm going to lie to
you and tell you I have all the
answers, I only have new ideas for
some questions that Bill
Loehning, Dave Lichtenstein, and
Bob Di didn't have time to get to
only because one administration
of the student government can't
handle everything that arises, and
the next administration won't be
able to either.
For those who chose to run
this office because it's an ego trip
to be president, they11 find that
when that ego trip deflates there's
a great deal of work to be done.
As for experience in working with
the students, faculty, and
administration I have, I have done
the following:
Student Council Member,
Chairman Student Directory
Committee, Consolidation
Committee, Satelite Committee,
Hot Line Staff, U.S.N.S.A.
delegate, Class Congress member,
worked in protecting student
rights during both strikes, Finance
Board member, Executive Board
member, Asst program
co-ordinator of S.C.A.T.E., and
presently president of the Junior
Class.
Apathy has always been the
first word when it comes to a
great majority of students on this
campus. However, it is not the
students' fault who has to hold
down a job, take care of a family
and attend classes at the same
time. It is not fair to label a
person apathetic when there are
no other alternatives to his
present life style; when one has to
come to the campus and leave to
be at work on time.
I am sure that this person cares
l.)ni; f ')1 •

,1 )fr

about his fellow students but
can't prove it. Therefore, I believe
that it is time for a new type of
representation, a new type of
council. If I'm elected I will
propose that council will be
eventually made up of
representatives from the academic
departments. There would be a
student chairman of each
department. This would cut down
the impossible number on council
and break Student government
down to a working nucleus of
power.
The new student chairmen
would be responsible for
informing the student members of
his department on important
events and be able to express their
needs more directly. Such
representation would also hold for
those people who are undecided
as to their major.
The Executive Board of
student government would remain
the same; however, there will be a
president's cabinet made up of
special interest groups as an
advisory level to the executive
board.
Most important of all the
student government in this
proposal would be stretching out
to the academic buildings and
helping those who just can't make
it to the "student center."
While representing the school
on a national level I found that we
are financially one of the most
powerful student bodies in the
country and have the potential to
do about anything we want. If
you want a Help Center to aid
people in trouble, if you want a
S.C.A.T.E. Center to help children
in the community, if you waqt a
str~n~ .CQ~~ -,-CAli1_rAi~·.,i~'
protect your rights, a financially
powerful College Center Board to
give you entertainment and a
place . to meet, and a Student
Government to put all this into
effect you have to help and find
your place in our College
community.
Bob D. wasn't wrong when he .
initiated a financial report of all
our money and hired a lawyer and
a business manager to stop "rip
offs", and protect our rights. And
now I'm hoping that you won't be
wrong in the selection of the new
executive board of the Student
Organization.
Respectfully yours,
Steve Band

Alice For

VP
I have debated as to the
legitimacy of printing this appeal
in the INDEPENDENT. The
controversy lies not with the
political diplomacy involved but
rather with the problem of
representation. Certainly, it is
common knowledge, that however
good the INDEPENDENT is, it
definitately is not representative
of the entire student body. And
this, I put to you, is the brunt of
the problems which we are faced
with in Student Organization. In
coping with this pressing situation
I advocate a complete adjustment
of the structural policies of our
student government.
Of primary importance to
every student of Newark State is
the ominous threat by Chancellor
Dungan to almost double the
tuition of all state supported
colleges and universities. The
(Continued on Page 13)
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Yet More Sound and Fury

Alice
(Continued from Page 12)

criticalness of this situation
demands that you join forces with
me to fight the chancellor's
proposal.
I have been dealing directly
with Trenton and representatives
from numerous colleges in an
attempt to stop this increase. I
feel that students are beginning to
see their power in effecting state
and national policies as well as
policies in education. With
statewide unity in conjunction
with_ your support of student
government, we put ourselves in a
position to initiate actual changes
in the educational costs in
addition to future changes in the
quality and policies of our
education.
To effect the goals I have just
put forth to you I need your
support and cooperation. This can
be accomplished by voting for me ,
ALICE ANN HOEFT, for your
next vice-president.
VOTE TODAY
Student Center
9-4 :30 P.M.

Mr.
Novick
T9 The.t:dJ~1: . ..
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--For those who don't know me

my name is Allan Novick and I am
running for Assistant Treasurer of
Student Organization, for I have
a great deal of work experience in
this area. With my insight in
running programs I feel more than
qualified to run for this position.
For I am truly a person who likes
to help and work with another, so
one and all I hope to see.
Sincerely,
Allen Novick

Glatt Assist.

to offer less activities. At one
point this year Finance Board
paid out $400.00 to rent a bus. I
could go on and on telling you
about forged checks and ripped
off money, but I think you should
have gotten the message by now.
What is needed here is Finance
Board tightening the money belt.
Every group on campus must be
forced to submit a detailed report
stating what the m~mey will be
used for. Then after they receive
the money they must file a report
stating how each dollar is being
spent, and also submit receipts to
Finance Board. In this way the
stealing might be eliminated.
I am asking for your support so
I can help cleanup the mess.
Please vote for me on March 2
because someone could be ripping
off funds right _now .
Sincerely yours,
Reginald Glatt
candidate for
ass't treasurer

O'Donnell

am declaring my candidacy for
the position of assistant secretary
of Student Org.
Having worked in Student Org.
as a member of the secretarial
committee I feel I have an
excellent background for the job.
I am also a member of the Course
and Faculty Evaluation
Committee and serve on College
Center Board as both a
Freshman-at-Large and Human
Relations Committee member.
Because of the nature of the
position I can offer no platform
except that of hard work and
dedication. I feel that I have much
to contribute to you, the student,
through time and effort, and so I
hope you will give me the
opportunity to serve as assistant
secretary of Student Org. during
the coming year.
Thank you
Janice Karlen

Jan's

For VP

OK

I am considering running for
the position of vice-president of
Student Organization basically for
two reasons. First, I am in
complete support of council's
recent interest in the community
and second, I am in favor of
establishing more student
involvement in educational
projects at Newark State.
Education is never complete; it
must expand beyond the
classroom and campus, as should
student involvement. I feel that
the students at this college are
seeking more "out of the
classroom" involvement on
campus as well as in the
community. For this reason I am
in favor of such projects as a
center for S.C.A.T.E. and the
Communication-Help Center. I
feel that educational projects such
as these will bring about more
student involvement and input in
areas of greatest student concern.
It is my op1n1on that
organizations such as these and
Community Coalition should be
expanded to provide better and
more educational student
involvement to provide total
education for the student at this
college.
For the past three years, as
Student Assistant to the Dean,
I've been involved in getting
students involved in educational
and community related projects at
Newark State. We have established
the best student participation area
of all the state colleges in the
Student Personnell Division and
have one of the best student-run
hotlines in the state.
I feel that projects such as the
above should be expanded and
JnOre programs like them
established to give the total
student population more of an
input in heir over-all education.
If you feel as I do, vote for me
in the primaries. Remember, you
are voting for the ideas which I
stand for, not for me .
Tom O'Donnell

I would like to thank Janice
Karlen for all the time she has
given to Student Organization.
Only a freshman, Janice was
immediately willing to help me
whenever possible. She has
complete working knowledge of
every machine and also the
internal workings of the office.
Janice has truly shown her
concern for our Student
Organization. I am certain Janice
will continue her active role in
student organization and will be
an asset to us all . Thank you
Janice for all of the time you have
given me.
Diane Broogos
Secretary
Student Organization

To The Student Body
My name is Reginald Glatt and
I am running for the office of
Assistant Treasu r er. It is
customary at election time for the
candidates to make fancy
promises they will not be able to
keep, but I think we've gotten
away from that sort of bullshit
because it doesn 't help the
candidate. However, I have a
message for the entire studeny
body. We are being robbed! Yes,
fellow students, we are being
robbed because Finance Board has
mishandled our student activity
money and because certain
committees , clubs and
publications have ripped off more
money for their activities than
they needed with the approval of
Finance Board. This has been
going on for a long time except
for the freezing of funds of some
of the groups little has been done
about it. The auditing report that
was printed in the second issue of
the Independent told only a small
part of the story. Memorabilia, for
example, received more funds in
1971 than in 1970, yet they put
out a lousier yearbook . College
Center Board receives more To the Eidtor:
money each year, yet they seem
My name is Janice Karlen and I

Assist.

Sec.

additions to the fund by any
people or any organization on
campus may be mailed to Dr.
Thomas Bradshaw in care of the
Sherman Talley Fµnd ,
Bridgewater-Raritan High School
West, Garretson Rd., Bridgewater
Twsp.,N.J.
Respectfully submitted,
James E. De Martino '72
Michael Shern '7 4

Feeling
Franticall y looking to be mysel f
Yet all I was they've managed to
shelf
Catagori ze d , La be led, and
Stamped
They've taken my will . and
attached a clamp
One part of which they couldn ' t
destroy
Was the heart you 've found they
said was a toy
Coldness makes me say things
with no meaning
If only life could be sustained
with no breathing
Then death they could think has
taken me away
Secretly return, tonight ... today
Come back I would , and leave no
more
My heart could than beat like
· be fore ....

This Paper

Has Been
Cancelled

Talley

Or Whatever

Fund

Happened To

To the Editor:
Last fall , a collection was
established at Newark State
College for the Sherman Talley
Fund. Sherman was the Black
sophomore athlete at
Bridgewater-Raritan West High
School who is currently paralyzed
from a football injury he received
this past season.
At various collection posts on
campus, a sum of $162.00 was
raised for the fund. The money
was sent to Dr. Thomas Bradshaw
and Coach Chuck Nelson,
Principal and head football
mentor respectively at
Bridgewater West.
Although it is speculated that
Sherman's injury is permanent,
the young sophomore athlete has
been able to experience small
amounts of movement by virtue
of slow and costly treatment.
$162.00 is a relatively small
amount compared to the medical
costs ·Sherman will incur when he
receives further treatment.
On behald of Dr. Bradshaw and
Coach Nelson, we extend our
sincerest thanks to the students
and faculty of Newark State
College for their generous
cqntributions . Any further

Asimov?
To all exasperated students:
No , this paper hasn't been
cancelled, although this February
has been a record month for
various Newark State
disappointments. Does the word
"cancelled" bring to mind the
names of Pete Seeger, "Fantasia",
"Clare's Knee", and finally, Isaac
Asimov? Well, there are good
reasons for this fact , and all those
involved want to express their
regrets for getting your hopes up
and being unable to fulfill them
ue to unavoidable circumstances.
As for Mr. Asimov, Townsend
Lecture Series' first scheduled
speaker, there is a reasonable
excuse - a throat operation. Yes,
Isaac Asimov, unknown to us,
needed surgery, and we were
informed of this only one day
before his expected lecture. We
are rescheduling him , however,
and we hope you'll give us
another chance and attend what
should truly be an experience as
far as lectures go.
Maggie, Nate, & John,
Townsend LeCjllre Series

Fan
Music
To the Editor:
Last Wednesday (Feb. 23) I
attended a faculty recital with
Professors Golub and Hayle
playing the Piano and Cello
respectively. My reason for
writing this is to simply say how
much I admired their talents in
the field of music. Their selections
ranged from Bach to a piece
written by Professor Kabalin of
Newark State College. Their
adaption to these various
selections was simply beautiful.
It is my hope that concerts like
this will continue in the future,
not only for my personal
satisfaction, but also to introduce
to many people a type of music
that is quickly rivitalizing itself
and proving once again how gifted
those giants of music were and
still are in retation to today's
works of musical art.
Gary Decarolis

Did You Ever?
Did you ever love someone,
And know they didn't love
you?
,
Did you ever look into their
eyes, and say a little prayer?
Did you ever fee\ like crying,

and think what good it
would do?
Did you ever look into their
heart, and wish you were
there?
Did you ever see them
dancing, when the lights were
way down low?
Did you ever say, "God, I
love him, but I just can't let
him know?"
If you ever fall in love my
friend, you'll find it doesn't
pay.
Although it causes broken
hearts, it happens everyday.
Did you ever wonder where
they are at night, and know
there's someone new?
One moment feels so happy,
the next one feel so blue?
And when it starts, you don't
know why, you'll worry day
and night.
You just can't let them see
you, it just won't work out
right.
Love is fine, but it hurts so
much, the price you pay is
high.
If I had to choose between
love and death, I think I'd
rather die.
So when I say, "Don't fall in
love, you're hurt before
you're through,"
Believe me, friend, I ought to
know,
I fell in love with you!
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Group Talks Held
Dr. Samuel Pomerantz,
Consulting Psychiatrist for
Newark State College, is offering a
series of talks on Techniques of
Group Interaction and Treatment.
The discussions will focus on
different types of groups, the
kinds of personal development
each group hopes to ·achieve, and
the techniques used in each
setting.

These meetings are open to all
who are interested in knowing
more about groups. The
discussions will take place from
1:40 - 3 :00 P.M. on Thursdays
beginning March 9th. The first
discussion on March 9th will take
place· in W-302. The other
discussion periods on March 16th ,
23rd , and .30th will take place in
the Formal Lounge, Downs Hall.

Qualification .For.
Running 'For· Office
The following resolution was
approved by the Executive Board
at their meeting September 29,
1971.
"Any person running for an
elective office within the class
must maintain that class status
throughout the academic year.

Voting will be determined by
standard credit hours (re:
Handbook) unless a credit hour
discrepancy arises on official list
at which time the student will
have an option of selecting with
which class his vote will be
counted."

Attention: Aspiring Billie
March 2nd marked the
beginning of the 1972 Women's
Tennis Season. At 4:15 p.m. that
day, candidates for the Varsity
and Junior Varsity squads were
assembled in the Gymnasium for a
meeting and practice session.
Provisions have been made for
weekly sessions at the Cranford
and Westfield Indoor Courts these to supplement regular
on-campus practices.
The Varsity squad will debut
on Tuesday , April 11th at

Montclair State. The rest of the
Varsity schedule includes matches
with: FDU-Teaneck, Jersey City,
Pa terson, FDU-Madison,
Monmouth, Glassboro, and
Douglass. In May, four players
will compete in the New Jersey
Women's Intercolleg'iate
Tournament.
This year's Junior Varsity
schedule includes matches against
Glassboro, Paterson , Douglass,
Drew, and Morris County.
Much will be expected from

Junior Sue Schmidt and
Sophomore Joyce Otte who were
largely · responsible for last year's
impressive 6-1 record . Many slots
must be filled ; consequently , all
tennis-interested women should
make a point of appearing in the
Gymnasium during practice
sessions. Oncie again, the teams
will be coached by Dolores
Shiposh . Any questions ask Coach
Shiposh.
"Anyone for Tennis?"

PART TIME
Kitchen Help

Volunteer wanted to tutor

&

children 1st thru 6th in

Hatcheck Girl

Plainfield. PLEASE CALL

Call 762-9500
ASK for Don

Miss Adler at 289-3333.

Vice President
Richard Miller
Alice Ann Hoeft

Tom O'Donnell
Rich Hauser
Jack Sorce

Assistant Treasurer
Shelia Thorne
Allan Novick

Dan Martin
Raymond (Chico) Ruiz
Reginald Glatt

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS
ELECTION DATES TO REMEMBER
February 21-23
10:00 A.M. Monday Student Org.
Monday-Wednesday
till 5 :00 Wednesday Executive Board
Applications
available in
Student Org.
February 23
5:00
All those in
Wednesday
Primary: Drawing
For position on
ballot. Student
Org.
Thursday
Primary-Voting
9:00-4 :30
March 2nd
College Center
March 2nd
All those in
5 :00
Thursday
Final : Drawing
for position on
ballot. Student
Org.
March 7-9
10:00 TuesApplications
Tues.-Thurs
5:30 Thurs.
available for
Class Officers in
Student Org.
l :40
Speeches-Snack
March 7th
Bar
Tues.
9:00-4:30
Final-Voting
March 9th
College Center
Thursday
5:30
All those in
March 9th
Primary : Drawing
Thursday
for position on
ballot. Student
Org.
9 :00-4 :30
Primary-Voting
March 16th
for Class Officers
Thursday
College Center
9:00-4:30
Final-Class
March 23rd
Officers. Voting
Thursday
College Center
March 27-28th
10:00 MondayApplications for
30 Tuesday
Council. Student
Monday-Tuesday
Org. Drawing for
position on ballot
9:00-4:30
Primary-Council
April 13th-Thursday
9 :00-4:30
Final - Council
April 20th-Thursday
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Yes, there are a lot of
.good reas~s ~~µi~n
to qmt Strtokµig.
Fmdyours.
!

( ) That "Smoke Pretty" ad makes me furious. Whoever made that up knows where the
, money is - fewer women than men are quitting. But they won't get rich over my dead body.
( ) My closet smells rotten, my clothes smell
rotten; I'm sick of it.
( ) Lung cancer deaths are twice as high
among women who smoke as among those
who don't.
( ) I'm still young. The longer I s·moke, the
harder it will be to quit and my.chances of becoming a real heavy smoker go up.
( ) It's one kind of air pollution I can do
·something about. People in the room with me
shouldn't have to breathe dirty air.
( ) I want to be a teacher. How can I discourage kids from smoking when I smoke?
( ) I seem to be sick a lot. I also smoke a lot.
Women who smoke like me have more chronic
illness, lose more time from work, are sick
more often than those who don't.
( ) I know my father's been trying to quit.
How can he with me still puffing away?
( ) I want to wake up feeling fresh and clean
again. I've had it with nicotine hang-over in
the mornings.
( ) The thing that appeals to me most is:
If I quit and stay quit, in most cases, it can be
as if I never smo~d. There's something about
this that absolutely knocks me out. A clean
slate; a real second chance. You just don't get ·
many of those.

( ) I quit once for 10 days and, frankly,
I felt pretty good al;>out it. I,~ tbat f~ling; ,
this time I'm quitting ·for good. Lo.i:d~ ~ :~
I've done a lot harder things in my life.
( ) So many people I know have quit, I'm
beginning to feel stupid about smoking.
( ) There's something very cool and selfassured about women who don't need
cigarettes.
( ) I thought it was hopeless; I quit once and
went back. Butsomeonetoldmea lot of.people · ":,
had to quit over and over before it took. I'm
trying again. It can't hurt.
( ) If I quit, I'll save 50¢ a day. That's $3.50
a week, $14.00 a month, $182.50 a year. That
buys almost 2 gallons of gas a day. A record a
week. Seven movies· a month. After a year, I
can fly to _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ and back on
cigarettes I didn't smoke.
( ) Somewhere in the back of my head I've
been nursing the illusion that smoking is really
only dangerous for men. I've just seen the latest statistics. The death rate for women who
smoke is more than 20% higher than women
who don't. We've come a long way baby, but
I'm not going any further.
Now all you need is help and encouragement.
Send a postcard today to: Women and
Smoking, Rockville, Md. 20852. And we'll
send some booklets to help and encourage you.

U.S . Department of Health. Education. and Welfare.
This space contributed as a public service.

Help Wanted :
Male and Female Students to
tutor children grades l-12 in
math or reading. Must have
own transportation and Jive in
seneral area of Westfield. Call
Ebroniz ·Learning Center
233-6121.

PROFESSIONAL
STAFF

.

GARY ALEXANDER
8th BLACK BELT
M. SHIMAMOTO
5th BLACK BELT
JIM CARRAS
.3rd BLACK BELT

AtAt1£MY ,r-K

JUDf>•l<MAT£
SELF DERIISE • PIIYSIUL FITIESS

Reg. for mock democratic
convention will be held
Mon-Fri 11 am ·_ 5 pm
Student Org. Conference ·
Room

MEN • WOMEN • CHILDREN

March 10

Rocketship
Is Coming

VlSlTCMIS AIIE ALWAYS WELCOME

AIR-CONDmONED - PARKING IN REAR
ELIZABETH

®

.

51 BIIOADST.

353-4050
EDISON
241 PLAINFIELD AV.
985-3434

NSC Coffeehouse

March 2, 1972
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Give Our Regards To Maryland
Squirettes Keep On Pluggin'
Sharon Marcus

On the 26th and 27th of last
month Newark State College
competed in the New Jersey
Invitational held at Trenton State
College. Eight schools were
represented in this tournament.
Saturday's action began with
Montclair State facing Douglas
College • of New Brunswick,
Monmouth and Trenton were
next, Glassboro and William
Paterson followed, then Saint
Peter's opposed Newark State.
Of these games Montclair,
Trenton, Glassboro, and Newark
emerged victors to be eligible for
play the following day.
Top-seeded Montclair, favorite to
win the competition, fell to
Glassboro College in the first
round of the semifinals. Newark

prevail, for the Montclair-Newark
game. The team is determined to
defeat the Panzer squad to show
all that they are still a top team
despite the loss at Trenton.
Although the Squirettes did
not emerge victorious in the
tournament, they do have
something in which to be proud.
Ellen Dayon, one of the squad's
four Seniors, left the tournament
as high scorer for all schools with
a total of 25 points. It is also her
high individual game, as well, as
the squads.

State, second-seeded in New
Jersey standings, was defeated by
Trenton State.
This coming weekend will
decide Jersey's top school, as
Glassboro will meet Trenton at
Middlesex College. During the
second weekend of March,
Maryland will hold its Invitational
Tournament, as Glassboro and
Trenton will automaticlaly be
admitted to represent New Jersey.
As of now, Montclair State
College has been placed third in
Maryland's seeding, and Newark
has dropped to fifth. However, all
is not lost as Coach Scuderi is
awaiting word as to whether her
squad will be premitted to
compete.

As of publication of this article
the Women's Basketball Team will
have completed their 1971-72
intercollegiate schedule. They
have experienced wins, as well, as
defeats. They have played good
ball, along with playing bad ball,
but have always been a together
team. They have always been a
together team. They have never
downed an individual player for
not hitting, or for any other
reason. They have expressed
enthusiasm and good
sportsmanship from the sound of

Barky Speaks

High hopes and spirits still

Sports And Fury
Learn Later ·
a

There seems_ to be
new
philosophy in the women's
physical education department,
preached by Mrs. Ridinger,
gymnastic teacher and coach.
Mrs. Ridinger, who is on a
totally new teaching binge from
last semester, due to evaluation
re~rks from . her students, is in

the buzzer to the last second of
play. They have represented
Newark State in a way of which
one could not ask more of.
I know the defeat suffered at
Trenton State will never be
forgotten, but I would like to pass
on to the squad a quote someone
once game me: "When you reach
for the stars you might not quite
reach them, but you won't come
up with a handful of mud either."
It is true that you did not
reach the top, but then again, you
did not remain on te bottom.

Sniper

In the last issue our basketball
coach was attacked by a
concerned, but unsigned cretin.
By the lack of response in this
week's paper I see the apathetic
majority at NSC doesn't agree or
disagree with "it". I think if the
coach was so bad he should have
£or.a Ing surprise.
been attacked when he was in a
She now believes that if she
explains 10-15 different stunts position to be removed, not in the
each period her classes will learn process of being removed. And as
how to do them. Unfortunately, far as all of the other cretins who
one cannot learn, sufficiently think the basketball team should
enough anyway, how to perform win all of its games every season
without practice. This is where or even half of them. These are
her. far-fetched ph~osophy enters, not professional athletes. No one
do ; n?-w, · practice -laU:r • -~noth~r ·. -gets on the art majors for not
fault m her new teachmg ideas, 1s having their works hung in
her la?der of progression. First, museums. So let's not be
one tries a backbend. Regardless, . .
whether this cari be done by the nd1culous. Just let them play and
student, she then moves to the you can watch if your care to
walkover. Any idiot could realize come to the games.
that if the first step cannot be
On laccrosse, Dr. Benson told
accomplished, the second is out of
the picture. Another example of my fellow members of the
brilliant teaching is her handspring
, ro,.se team they couldn't use
progressions. First one does a "his" gym for practice because
handspring from a stationary they break the cinderblock walls!
position, two seconds later If this is true, they shouldn't have
handsprings are from a running
start. Once again there is the same literature classes in B113 because
the walls are cracked in there too.
problem.
Perhaps, Mrs. Ridinger, you One year after that they put up a
should go to your husband, who wall with lacrosse, soccer, and
seems to have more knowledge in tennis balls against. NO! Only
your field than you do. I'm sure soccer and tennis balls and rubber
he will be able to tell you that baseballs are allowed! To top it
backbends should be perfected all, the lacrosse team must
before walkovers are attemped, practice on the tennis courts! If
and that handsprings should be this keeps up someone will be
learned in a stationary position writing an unsigned letter about
before moving to a running
Mr. Waterman when he leaves.
movement.
If one would audit your
If you would like to see more
classes, I'm sure he would find it
people
attacked , such as the
very surprising that there are as
few injuries, considering the people who park in two spaces,
abilities of the girls.
the "Emergency medical" car who
parks halfway into the "reserved
If student input has any effect
upon teacher retention next year,· for disabled faculty student"
I would advise you, Mrs. Ridinger, parking space, and the people who
to sit down and re-evaluate your announce important meetings for
teaching methods. Because your Thursday morning in Thursday
student input will be far from afternoon's INDEPENDENT,
favorable.
drop a piece of candy or gum or a
Are you really teaching your letter in Mail box 431 along with
students anything'? Or are you just your gripe. Then we can all talk
informing them of the various about it and do nothing!
stunts that there are?
George Dvorsky
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Hi kids! This is Berky the dog
telling you that the Independent
sure does need people who are
interested in sports reporting.
Lotsa times you guys and gals
don't see what you want to see
and get P.O.'D but golly, we just
don't have the staff! Sometimes
the story gets in too late to print
and boy. even Barky gets upset:
Gets me right in the old
bow-wowels. Catch on? So all you
jocks out there, if you're
interested, why not contact big
Mike clearly and tell him you're
dedicated. He may laugh in your
face at first, but take it from
Barky. you'lt get to know and
love him. Arf!
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
DATE
EVENT
MONDAY, MARCH 6th
8:00 a.m.-10:00 a.m.
Social Welfare Seminar
4:00 p.m.-6:00 p.m.
Teachers of Language to Deaf
and Hard of Hearing
7:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m.
IFSC Mtg.
8:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m.
Senior Reci ta!
8:00 p-.m.-1 :00 a.m.
Coffee House
TUESDAY, MARCH 7th
8:00 a.m.-10:30 a.m.
Social Welfare Seminar
I :40 p.m.-3:05 p.m.
Free U: Religion Course
I :40 p.m.-3:05 p.m.
Fortune Society Lecture:
Crime and Delinquency
I :40 p.m.-3:05 p.m.
Carnival Mtg.
I :40 p.m.-3:05 p.m.
Candidates Speeches
8:00 p.m.- 1 :00 a.m.
Coffee House

PLACE
Formal Lounge
Room B, Downs
Alumni Lounge
Little Theatre
Hex Room

Formal Lounge
Alumni Lounge
Little Theatre
Sloan Lounge
Snack Bar
Hex Room

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 8th
4:00 p.m.-9:30 p.m.
7:00
7:00
8:00
8:30

p.m.-10:00 p.m.
p.m.-10:00 p.m.
p.m.-1 :00 a.m.
p.m.-

Field Service Professional
Dinner Mtg.
NSC Alumni Assoc. Exec. Bd. Mtg.
Hotline Training Session
Coffee House
Eugene G. Wilkins Lecture Comm.
Presents: Bill Beutel

Downs Hall
Alumni Lounge
Little Theatre
Hex Room
TPA

THURSDAY, MARCH 9th
9:30
l :40
1:40
I :40
I :40
7:45
8:00

a.m.p.m.-3:05 p.m.
p.m.-3:05 p.m.
p.m.-3:05 p.m.
p.m.-3:05 p.m.
p.m.
a.m.-1 :00 a.m.

Student Personnel Divisional Mtg.
Science Lecture/Demonstration
President's Listening Post
Group Techniques Mtg.
Theatre Guild General Mtg.
CCB Film
Coffee HOuse

Alumni Lounge
Little Thea tre
Browsing Rm . Lounge
W302
TPA
Little Theat re
Hex Room

Coffee House

Hex Room

FRIDAY, MARCH 10th
8:00 p.m.-1 :00 a.m.

SATURDAY, MARCH 11th
8 :00 p.m.

SUNDAY, MARCH 12th

Lambda Chi Rho Social

Downs Hall

